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Ah that time again. A new zine for me. How long has it been? Too long I think. Hopefully what
you are currently reading will be one side of a split issue. Split issues are cool. You get to do your
own zine content wise, but you share all the shitty jobs like hawking it to folks, and getting it
printed...-. Also having attempted to get at least two bands (not including Mitch Buchananlt) off the
ground - to no avail - a zine seems to be something that I can actually do - thereisno relying on
anyone" elsel  I . - .  e

The print run isn't high - I don't like walking up to strangers and asking them to buy a zine. And I
Don't sell a lot anyway. This isn't the point of doing a zine to me. The point of doing it is that I
wanted to create something again, and have fun doing it. i ~

The interviews In this zine are with ‘artists’ associated with hardcore. Many times the packaging of
a record can totally make It for me. Yet seldom do I hear anything about the people responsible.
Therefore I thought that as pretty pictures and artistic things are of interest to me, I would interview
some people who seem to excel at that. I decided to write to a few people whose art I have found
personally inspiring, and ask them a few questlonsl When I see art stuff that I like, it ls just as
inspiring to me personally as listening to a great record. I'm positive that I'm not alone in this
opinion. The existence of a ‘scene’ in which we can have a forum to voice our opinions and be
creative, should not I think, be confined only to music. The DIY ethic can be applied to many
areas.

Some changes you will notice: There are no record reviews in this zine. Why? I couldn't be
bothered. People always complain there are too many reviews in my zines anyway - so this time
there are none. Yes, I understand that zines are meant to be about communication, and that
includes reviewing records in order to keep everyone aware of the great things going on in this little
community of ours; but I just didn't want to do any. If you want to read records, film and comic
reviews go to my friends e-zine: www.collective-zine.co.uk. It's a quality e-zine run by Norwich
yokels Andy M and Ian Cavell. Everyone knows all the cool records anyway though. Zines I
consider to be different. I do not think they are valued in the same way records are. Therefore I
am reviewing zines. Also, this issue is slightly more on the “personal” side of things I would say.
But don't worry, I'm not an emo kid just yet! Essentially, as all zines should be, the content is
simply what I felt like writing at the time.

All my rantingia raving in this zine about ‘scene’ issues should be taken as‘ my opinion - NOT
(under any circumstances) as a iudgement. The hardcore scene is full of differing opinions, and It's
also full of shit. It is meant to be accepting and non-judgemental, but human nature prevents this
from being true. Punk & hardcore is full of morons just like the ‘real’ world. People's opinions and
definitions of DIY differ I guess. Some of the ranting should be taken with a pinch of salt. Not that
I don't believe what I'm saying - simply that I am bound to have contradicted myself in places, most
probably due to my general mood at the time. Also sarcasm does not translate well on the page.
Some stuff is serious, some is not. I leave it to you to work out which is which!

Also, should you wish to have a copy of Mr Poohead #5 or Remains of a Caveman #1, I have
limited copies of each which are going free. Just send an SAE and they are yours (I would guess
about 40p or 50p postage should cover it).

Thanks to those who deserve thanks. %/M
Write to: --*""""'"'

18 Brangwyn Drive, Patcham, Brighton, East Sussex BN1 BXD I

completely destroyed by the outcome.

a distraction. As always she was super cool. We like a
lot of the same things, and she does all this cool stuff —
that I am completely awed by.

During conversation she told me she was ‘sort of seeing
someone‘. At this point I wanted to go - just fucking
leave. But something inside said “what the fuck”, so I just
told her how I felt. She seemed pretty flattered. She said
she liked me. We kissed. - . .

BUT she is still seeing someone. What can I do? I felt
that I had everything 3l‘ld nothing at the same time. I said
my piece. I overcame my fear of saying anything, and
I'm glad I did, but in the end the result is the same as if I
had said nothing.

I can't really believe how badly this has hit me
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Went‘ l° the Pull | laid it d°W" Completely. I was confused to what was going on. we talked. but she's sticking with the
shes seeing. I dont know anyone else who I would have opened up to like that. I'm not embarrassed about it ju

A OSITIVE FRAME OF MIND?
Walking in to work and the sun is shining brightly. The sky is blue and the rain (I) is starting to come down a bit heavier!
The day after Catharsis and my ears are still ringing. I have that over tired feeling where you are dazed and "feel out of
phase with everything - combined with being pretty jazzed from the 2 cups of coffee I drank before I came out. Deathreat
is on my walkman, and everything seems weird - but somehow good at the same time!

Catharsls, by the way, were fucking amazing. possibley the most inspiring band I have seen since submission hold! They
were pretty heavy, but their songs seemed to have this improvisation quality - not unlike fugazi or something, where they
were extending the songs (so it seemed). Had a lot of cool things to say. Didn't agree with everything, but appreciated
100% where they were coming from! singer bloke seemed to like me - kept reaching out and touching me!!! ‘spoke’ to
him after but he wasn't talking to preserve his voice! Newborn from Hungary were also really good, and had some good
things to say also. However, the irony was not lost-on me - as he spoke of it being tough for European bands, and how if
you are from the USA it is far easier to tour Europe - as the people behind me talked all over what he was trying to say!

 

So I went to the show. The bands were ok, but she was 3

f .
r-ersonaiiy I mink some or me nignestpraise I could give to a band is that they make me feel good, andliftmy spirits
when things are going bad. When thin s a e all hiti ‘v '_ g r re y s y, I e had a bad day, or am in a bad mood - the power to
completely turn that around just by what I am hearing is an awesome thing. Three bands that have recently had that
effect on me are Discount, Former Members of Alfonsin and Hot Water Music. I put these records on and forget all the
shitty stuff that either happened to me, or that I did. I 'm sorry to be all ‘emo’ all of a sudden, but it's truly great to know
how much better a few simple songs can make you feel.
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Just spent the last week in Holland. Totally awesome. Saw Yaphet Kotto twice. Ate amazing food, met awesome
people, visited fantastic squats. Their coffee is strong and their juice, fruity. Consider my ass rocked!

ND

Monday began with an early start. We arrived at the bus station to find the ticket office closed! Ross had to sprint
up to the bank because he didn't have any money, and the coach driver had the chronic hump cause half the bus
didn't have ‘advance’ tickets. It had started well! I took ‘Ham on Rye‘ by Charles Buckowskl to read on the
coach/plane.

We got to Heathrow and mooched about, only for Ross to lose his coat somewhere inside the airport - we hadn't
even left the airport yet and already he was having a nightmare! Rich also made an embarrassing comment about
stewardesses looking hot - not realising that he was sitting next to one! The flight was at about 12:30 and despite
the fact it was pretty scary, was actually quite a smooth joumey. We arrived at Schippol airport and met up with Ian
Cavell and his GIGANTIC bag - almost as big as he is! We then travelled to Amsterdam and got some beds at The
Flying Pig Hostel. I didn't like it there. Full of hippies! It seemed like all that anybody did in there, was sleep until
mid aftemoon, get up, get stoned, go to sleep. Repeat. The breakfast room was called the ‘happy room'Il I
wondered if there was another room there that might be more appropriate - the 'a bit pissed off with all the Idiots
here‘ room. It didn't exist! -

Amsterdam is pretty cool although I think any more than 4 days there and you would get bored. The aggressive
beggars piss you off too. Anyway, we went to the red light district in the evening and it was ok, but nothing special
really. Something you have to see if you go there I guess - but having looked though a shop or two we came to the
conclusion that most probably, once you have seen one inter-species scuzz video - you have seen them allll
Seriously though, there was some seriously nasty stuff there, which was not fucking cool. We went to a bar and
got drunk on their tiny half pints of Heineken! In Holland it is pretty strong stuff. All the beer comes with a lot of
froth and they scrape it off with a spatula!

For the next few days we did a lot of walking around Amsterdam. We went to the Rijks Museum - old paintings and
historical stuff. I thought it was ok, but Ross and Ian didn't like it as they “don't like old paintings!" Also visited
Anne Frank's House which was very good. Very solemn. An important place to visit I think.

We ate at this awesome veggie/vegan restaurant, and
the food was fantastic. Then we went to check out a

-;_~5;+>'i- punk bar. It turned out to be a bit poor, but en route we
Q visited this squat we had seen a poster for, and we went

in for a few cheap organic beers. This place was really
cool, but I can't remember what it was called!

The next day we had yet another wander around
Amsterdam. Sat in a park in the sun, and me and Ross
went up this long staircase that stretched right up to
become the roof of a museum. There-was a great view
from the top. Then we went to this really cool anarchist
bookshop, where the others checked their email (I didn't
bother because I was on holiday right?), and I managed
to pickup ‘Sabotage In The American Workplace‘ which
I have been after for ages. We then walked for about 5
or 10 minutes in search of a cool shop we had passed
earlier, only to disoover it was right around the corner

ti}. from the bookshop we had been in, and we'd walked for
10 minutes in a complete circle! In the evening we went
for a meal at yet another quality veggie restaurant that
Ian had read about on the internet. We walked in the
restaurant and sitting at a table in the corner was one of
the guys from Mihoen! Who had just played in
Southampton a couple of months ago. I easily
recognised him as I'd just had my photos of that gig

1-i‘ -~~- .-,,!- developed. But he was sitting there in disbelief! He
doesn't live in Amsterdam and had only gone in the
restaurant for a bite to eat after work - only to bump into
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Yaphet Kotto in Amsterdam, 16"‘ May 2002
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us! It was quite a coincidence (small world and all that jive). I
So we sat and chatted for a awhile until he had to go get his I
train. After the ace meal we decided to find a bar that was
showing the European Cup Final. This prompted Ross’
classic quote (when he thought we wouldn't be able to find
anywhere) of:
“We'll be lucky to find somewhere showing it...apart from
directly opposite"!!, as we walked straight across the street
and into a bar!

Then it was Thursday. Me and Ian went to meet Andy
Malcolm, and then we checked Into a budget hotel for the
night, having been well fed up with the Flying Pig by that
time. Yet another comedy moment from Ross. He was
waiting for us outside the room trying to hurry us up, only to
discover he had left his sleeping bag on the bed in the room
and had been about to leave without it! I did get shouted at
for watching Neighbours, as the hotel had BBC1!! We
mooched about and satin the park for a bit - Ian freaked us
all out by falling asleep with his EYES OPEN! Then before
the gig we went for the best meal of the holiday. The five of
us went to this Ethiopan place. Everyone's meal was
sewed on one massive pancake! And you ate with you're your hands. Essentially you ate the meal, and then the
plate! We wanted to leave cause we thought we were tight for time (turns out we weren't) - but the people there
were really nice and insisted that we stay and properly finish the meal which meant ending with a really nice cup "of
cinnamon tea! It was an awesome meal. After that it was on to OCCII, the venue that Yaphet Kotto and Dead &
Gone were playing at. It is a legalised squat, and a totally ace venue to see a band in. Yaphet Kotto were
INCREDIBLE and totally lived up to expectations. They were pretty friendly too, and it was well worth travelling
over to see them! They only had child-size t-shirts, which Ross blagged! (he tried it on the next day and it looked
like all his circulation was getting cut offi). Yet more comedy arises when Ross almost leaves his newly purchased
Yaphet Kotto lp in a falafel place. Despite my warning him not to forget it, 5 minutes later he gets up to walk out
and leaves it in the place!

That was the end of our Amsterdam stay, as we set off on Friday for Groeningen - my favourite place out of
everywhere we visited. 2 and a half hours away. Before we left though, we discovered this badass juice bar -
where they blend up a fruit combo of your own choosing. Sweet. Banana, mango & orange was the best combo I
feel. After a bit a blunder involving changing trains, we arrived and stashed our gear at the station - then, as it was
scorching hot we sat in the park and ate some food. The venue that Yaphet Kotto were playing tonight was called
Vera, and was much bigger. It had a high stage, and bigger bands the size of say At The Drive In or The Promise
Ring play there. However Yaphet Kotto completely raged once again! They were superb. Chris, the bass player
gave us free drinks all night! He appeared brandishing as many bottles as he could possibly holdil Champion!
That night we stayed with this guy called Pascale who was a really nice bloke - he played us some stuff by his
band and it was really cool - they are called 'Ios asesinos de la superficialidad'. Anyways, he also had this really
great cat called Wassyl The next day he showed us around Groenigen a little bit. Rich, Andy and me were really
late to meet Ross and Ian who had stayed with Yaphet Kotto and Dead 8; Gone at the venue, so we looked around
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' left 8- middle = Yaphet Kotto. right = Rich and me (In the background), with a pack of ‘bastard’ sugar (it was funny at the TIME)
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the local record shop and made some purchases. We spent the aftemoon in the park and then in the evenin
after eating a cool meal at a local squat cafe, and getting pretty damn toasted in a local bar - we played drunkegn
Laser Quest. I finished last - but it was the first time I had ever played! I made a blunder by asking what would
happen if I put my hand through one of the lasers that were being projected around the top of the room‘ only to
find, on closer inspection, that it was simply fluorescent coloured stringl After that we went back to Vera -where a
gfigtgsg was happening. Turns out a band from Hull called Fonda 500 were playing and they were ace. Sample

"Anybody,here remember Betamax videos? Here's a song about them”!
After yet more boozlng - Ian claimed that he was going straight edge at the beginning of the night - but before Ion
he was having an animated discussion with the barman about why they didn't sell any Goldschlagel - we sta eg
the night at Mark from Shikari's place, who was also yet another nice bloke. However Ross inadvertently left a
pair of ripped pants at his house!!! (don't suppose we will be welcome back there then!) ' '
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left = a canal In Groenigen. right = Fonda 500 in Groenigen, 18"‘ May 2002

Snoignniag we travelled to_|Utrecht to see Books Lie, Flamingo Massacres, The Now Denial (and another band
e escapes me). he venue was cool and the show was good too - despite some drunk punks throwing

beer at the band, and the stupid pothead mullet rocker behind the bar ripping Rich off over 10 Euros! The kids in
the band were ‘cool, and we ran into Joss from dinosaur rockers Seein Red! Who decided to mock our fair province
of Shirley!!! Shirley Punx do not forget such outrages as this! We met some more really cool people there although
my claim that Brighton keeper Michel Kuipers should play for the Dutch National side, seemed to go over the heads
of most people! We then stayed our last night in this cool squat in the centre of town, which I guess used to be an
old warehouse.

€;1C;hvt=:a|:S;n(3:gJlt|:V8b:ItCl[:gi1h8tiOl.Iél;l11it8.l’d3lTl and then_ got back to Schippol airport for our return flight. The trip
out of sha e We; I fe pe y eing seated behind some dickheadsl its amazing how people get all bent

' p peop e rom other countnes trying to get into the UK, but don't think twice about letting the
English morons back in! After all the great hot weather in Holland, we retumed to find it was pissing it down at
Heathrow. It was torrential in fact! Finally got to sleep at 2am Tuesday morning! And overall had a great time!
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outside the squat in Utrecht on the last day, 20'“ May. from the left: Rich, Ian, Ross and me.
all photos taken bv Andv M and lifted from the collective website. cause I couldn't scan mine In time!
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SilB~.IECTIl/ITY   rrrssgii’
One thing that I have always hated and feel nothing but contempt for is how people are always trying to add quantifiable
value to things that are subjective - i.e. awards and grades for art, literature, films, music etc. It's shit. What I may like,
you may hate, and vice versa. Things that require an opinion, are graded and awarded as if one persons opinion is better
than someone else's - or even worse, if the majority of plebs vote for something - like, for the best record of the year- then
obviously it's right! Total rubbish. The whole concept of awarding a grade to a piece of art is truly bizarre. So you can
actually get a qualification based on another persons opinion! Art grades are also meant to account for the amount of
work spent doing the picturelpiece - but I oppose the theory that the amount of time spent doing something equates to the
amount of effort you put into it - likewise the amount of preparatory work (I am now talking specifically about my
experiences of being ‘taught’ Art at college). When I did art at A-level, the subject went from being my total favourite thing
(from when I was at school), to the most hated and despised part of my day, because of all this bullshit. Teachers telling
me when I was and wasn't finished on a picture - telling me how to work, when it went against my natural way of doing
things and thus I did crap work. I wrote ‘Picasso is shit‘ on some notes I made while we werewatching a video (my notes,
my opinion at the time) and got in trouble for it - I mean how pathetic? It didn't help that I had two_ shit art teachers at A-
level (but I must state, no problems at school though) the first of whom left after the first year of the course to go teach
somewhere else or something - I neither know nor care, and whom to this day, I truly hope is dead somewhere. Pig. The
second was just stupid and although I didn't hate her, I really didn't like her a whole lot. It was funny to see her turn up in
the Southampton Daily Echo a couple of years ago as an art student in Winchester! This is where my opinion stems from
- and yes I'm bitter about the fucking disgracefuily low standard of my A-level art education - but it's not just about
repressed, psychotic childhood rage! It works with music and films and literature. Award ceremonies to tell you what is
best, and what is crap. You are given definitive answers, by panels of experts. Well just because you can draw well, or
make technically proficient movies, it does not make your opinion on what is good or bad any more relevant than mine,
and vice versa, I recognise" that they are often seen as a bit of fun, but what I am specifically referring to is the "way
(generally) people latch. great i_mportance on to their results.
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Lait Chance illustration
One of the best things about a recent crop of records I've bought, has been the artwork. The Shark Attack
7', the E.T.A. I Tear It Up Lp, the Down In Flames 7", the Rambo Lp and the new Book Your Own Fuckin Life
all featured great art. It so happened to all be by the same bloke - Mike Bukowski. So thanks to the magic
of email I decided to send off a few questions. This is the result.

Please Introduce yourself! Who are you sir ?
well, hello. my name is michael bukowski, im 23 years old, i live in philadelphia pennsylvania in the U.S. i drawthings.

Do you just create piecesfor punklhardcore related projects? Where else can we see your work ?
actually, i have done artwork for other things. i did a bunch of editorial illustrations for the philadelphia city paper
(www.citypape_r.net; do a search for my name if you'd like to see some of the artwork ive done for them), the cover of
CMYK magazine for june (wvvw.cmykmag.com), and a_cd cover for cornel west, who's a haivard professor, not really a
punk (www.artemisrecords.com). however, ive been sticking to punk/hardcore records lately because it's what i love to
do...i have a lot more freedom and meet amazing people through it. i think eventually I'll want to do more editorial work
but ill always love doing records.

I-low dld you get involved in doing all these different kinds of record covers? _
I got involved while i was still in high school. i was actually in a death metal band in highschool (hahahahall) and i did the
artwork for my band. then _a couple other bands asked me to do work for them. i think the first thing that i can look at now
and not wince at was a shirt for a N.I band called One 4 One. it was a simple drawing of a cicada. from that i got asked to
do a Oecember (NJ) cd and then things died down for a while. those two pieces were done my freshman year in college
at University of the Arts in philadelphia. while there i met andy wheeler (guitarist in Rambo) and he introduced me to tony
pointless (vocals in Rambo) and we all became best friends, which led to me doing the rambo demo. and from there it
snowballed. Shark Attack was next, then Down In Flames, etc. But i always feel indebted to those bands that gave me a
chance a couple years ago.

You've done artwork for a cool selection of bands - ETA I Tear It Up, Shark Attack, Rambo etc - are these the kind
of bands you're into musically? _
for the most parl,_yes. | mean all the ones you mentioned above i enjoy. (especially Rambo since i‘m technically in the
band, HA!) But with all the different bands that contact me there's gonna be some i don't like. so my basic policy is that as
long as_the bands aren't sexist, racist, homophobes or religious devotees ill do artwork for them. i‘m sure sooner or later
something will slip through the cracks but i try. as for the music i listen to, i lean more towards the metal side of things; the
black hand, the great clearing off, virginia black lung, the swarm, catharsis, constrito, nema, as well as a bunch of
propagandhi and ton amos. hahaha i‘m a nerd!

Are you involved in the punk rock community in any other
areas? Bands, zines, distros etc. ?
unfortunately, i can't really do anything else. i‘m too tone deaf for a
band, too unorganized for a distro or label, and i can't express
myself in words (as you've no doubt noticed from this interview) to
competently do a zine. so i see this as what i can give back to the
community that's given me so much. and on top of that i've got my
hands full with this illustration shit! _

How do you feel about-the concept of being taught art in
schools etc. Since art is subjective, just like music - In that
what I may like, you may not. And vice versa - how can this
possibly be graded and .be attributed worth?
that's a good ass question. well, i went to an arty farty school, so
i‘m a little biased. the way i see it though, is like a trade school. i
went to four years of college to improve upon a skill i had. While it
may not be for everyone it was absolutly essential for me, looking
back. there were techniques i teamed that l never would have
figured out on my own, not to mention motivation to practice a lotl
but i think you're dead on when you say art is subjective, but you
choose that when you go pick the school you go to. i chose a place
with a very good program for representational illustration. not to
say that abstract or more free form illustration is bad, it's just not
what I prefer to do. school isn't the best option for everyone, either.
some people can learn what i did on their own. i wish i could'vel i
would have saved me plenty of money. haha. but looking back I
enjoyed it a lot, but i can understand why someone would not want
to go or enjoy artwork that came from someone who didn't go to
school.

Do you have any specific aims or goals that you want to
achieve through your artwork ? I notice from your website a
lot of your pieces are political in nature (the George Bush,
Puppet-master piece, and the American Eagle taking a shit on
the globe for example). Social commentary would seem to be
important to you? Should art be about making others think,
and making a point, or simply about the fun involved In
creating something? Or both?
social commentary is very important to me. i've got a lot to say and
i like to make that come out in my work. the pieces i do for myself
alway have some kind of politicallsocial commentary to them. and
as i said in the question before, i can't express myself as well
verbally or written as well as i can through images. but to answer
the question i think both are important. that art of creating is
amazing in and of itself, especially considering what most people
do with their days. if someone asks you what you did today, to be
able to answer "i wrote a song today", or " i drew a record cover‘ is
pretty damn liberating. for some records i wanna just draw zombies
eating people or ghosts covered in ivy. but there's other times
when i feel the need to bring the hammer down and take a shot at
something that pisses me off. i hope that answers your questions. i
feel i rambled a little on that one.

Would you I Are you able to make a living at your art?
not yet. i would love to have this be the only thing i do. what i do
now is work a shitty job, save up as much as possible and then
take off and draw my ass off. actually if people paid me on time I
probably could live off this, HAHA!
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What would constitute selling out’ to you? ,
that's a hard question. we all do what we have to to get by. but i 5
don't consider working for a magazine selling out. i think selling I
out, for me, would be doing corporate advertising work. editorial
illustration tells a story, advertising art fools people into buying
things. it's a tool. Not art. fuck that. or doing something that i was ‘
morally opposed to for money. like ifi knew one of the bands i did
artwork for was blatantly against the policy i have for myself and i
did artworkfor them for the money.

 Ils it hard to come up with things to draw, especially If you
have limited time to do it In?
yeah theres a few times where im stuck and im like " what the fuck I
am i gonna draw for this?l"...especially with short notice. what i
usually do is look for pics on the intemet, or comic books, art
books and my old sketch books...theres stuff in there that im like
'WHOA i cant believe i thought this sucked!" and then ill redraw it
or take the idea...and sometimes ill steal ideas blatantly from older
pieces...there were some pieces that were lifted directly from WWII
propaganda posters but i fooled around with them...i like the idea
of taking something shitty and evil and tuming it into something i
think is beautiful and positive. but more often than not bands or I ’
labels will give me a general idea or subject to work with....thats .
the best situation....that way i have freedom but know what the
band is going for....

Which other artists (music, films, comics, paintings for example) Inspire you (if any)? Who would you
recommend checking out? -
wow! this is gonna be a big list. out of my three biggest influences 2 are comic artists. Charles Burns (Big Baby, Black
Hole, etc) and Geoff Darrow (Hard Boiled, Big Guy and Rusty the Boy Robot). the other is Alphonse Mucha, who was an
artist in the art nouveau movement from prague. i actually got to visit the Mucha museum while i was in prague and i
almost cried. HA! Once again i am a nerd. hmmm i love sue coe's work a lot, especially the content or the messgeshe
gets across. ralph steadman is also an amazing artist. OH! and one of the people that got me into illustration in the first
place (even though our work looks nothing alike) was dan seagrave. He does record covers for death metal bands. when
i was huge into death metal in jr. highschool and early highschool, i would stare at those covers for hours while listening
to the music. i collect the cds now. most notably (to give you a frame of referance) he did the Entombed-Left Hand Path,
Entombed-Clandestine, Dismember-Like An Everflowing Stream covers. Litrerary influences, hmmmm. i read a lot of Kurt
Vonnegut Jr. and Hunter S. Thompson. and more recently i‘ve been reading a ton of h.p. lovecraft (under my friend josh's
influence). hmmmm and a TON of horror movies, especially zombie movies. Lucio Fulci, Dario Argento, early Peter
Jackson, Stuart Gordon. mmmm and currently a lot of japanese movies. The Ring, Versus, V\fild Zero etc. wow that was a
lot of shit!

What projects are you working on currently - what have you got planned for the future, or what would you like to
do?
there are actually a couple pieces i have coming up that im really excited about. ijust did a Homo Eradicus 12" that i‘m
really happy with as well as a split 7"
for The Attack and Ripped To Shreds.
as for the bigger picture i‘m thinking
about making a living off of my artwork
and doing more editorial a couple
years in the future. another idea would
be to start a studio with a couple other
hardcorelpunk artists. but we'll
thanks so much

michael bukowski
79 lakeside drive
nutley nj 07110
usa
michael_bukowski@hotmail.com
www.blacklistbookingcomilastchance
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Sometimes when I am at work the things I have to do are a little, shall we say, mundane. Stulfing envelopes,
photocopying, incessant record updating etc. ‘So one day I was pondering a solution to my dilemma, and I thought "why
don't we hire a monkey’. We could get a little monkey - or a chimp would be better (some kind of ape anyway, monkeys ‘
are a bit more likely run amok, I would think), y'know something that's quite intelligent, but also dextrous so it could cope
with fiddly jobs. I mean dolphins are intelligent, but I doubt a dolphin could stuff envelopes, and even if it could they'd get
all wet. And besides I don't want to spend all day feeding it fish - that would be as monotonous as the jobs I'm trying to
avoid. So I could supervise the chimp while he did my job. We could even give him a little hat or something to make him
feel important.. And he would soon fall into line, as in my supervisory capacity, he would soon come to respect the Law of
the Stick. But on giving it more thought I decided against it, because at the end of the day, we've all seen Planet of the
Apes and you know what happened to those guys when they tried to enslave the simiansi Bloody apes out of control
mate. And hey, I-don't want to end up stuffed, in the Natural History Museum
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THAT TIME WE WENT T0 SEE THE LOCUST AND THE OATH D
First up, The Locust were totally ace for all of the 3 songs I actually got to hear. \\ i

I I '-. I‘ I

_i"

Once again we get jipped at a London show.- 2 bands with probably barely an hours worth of music between them and
I still we don't gel to see it all. I mean what were the support bands'?l! Admittedly, it takes different strokes and all that jive,

I so some people may have liked them - but surely it was just a bunch of people MUCKING ABOUT! And not only that -
they did it for ages. Then mark mcoy of the Oath get the chronic hump (probably because he looked like a boiled egg)
and we're not even sure if the Locust are going to play! _ "

i Just for once I'd like to go to a show in London where I don't have to make the choice about whether I'm getting a train
that will get me home at 2.00 or 4.00, cause when you have to get up for work its not a hard choice to make. Why cant
they finish at 11.00 like the rest-of the fucking country so people can make it home - when a band is only playing a few
dates, its not an unfair assumption to think that a few people might travel. Me and Jamie were seething on the tube on
the way back. Rich reckons It was the worst gig he's been to in 10 years! _

Last night = load of bollocks. ~ 1 1
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Bones -#1, free  
A new free zine from Tony Suspect. Originally written
as a flyer to be given away at the recent Link 80 gig
in Southampton. There is an interview with a friend
of his, but mainly this is a small collection of writings I
reminiscences about Tonys feelings on the state of
punk I hardcore in Southampton at the moment.
Mostly all the pieces speak of his personal inspiration
from discovering bands, zines etc. The fact this was
written for the Link 80 show is an obvious plea to the
recent influx of kids to stick around and investigate
more than just the big american ska band that is
passing through. Frankly it is something that needs
to be said. I have discussed this at length on more
than one occasion, and with more than one person.
Ska has exploded in Southampton recently, and the
gigs are always packed, but unless the band is on fat
wreck or more ska, the kids never return. Tony is
voicing the opinion of, I think, most of the ‘regulars’
who remain baffled as to why the new kids have no
interest in checking bands out unless they're deemed
'cool' by mainstream metal magazines (and yes, I
realise that is a generalisation, and there's always an
exception to the rule - but just go with it for the sake
of ease) it is written in a way that I would say is
encouraging to new kids to take an active interest,
and stands as good a chance as anything of getting
the interest of new people.
(see Suspect Device for the address)

Burn Collector book (£6) and #11 (£2)
The Burn Collector book is basically .a compilation of
issues #1 through #9 of Mr AI Burian's quality
ruminations. It is weird to review something that you
are not yet finished reading, but I am confident the
rest of this book, and issue 11 will be equally as great
as the first half. Basically I could not put this book
down. It is a collection of his writing and thoughts
(and the occasional cartoon) on various subjects
from scamming free food, to riding the greyhound
bus, to visiting Europe. It's really funny, very well
written and totally great reading. I highly recommend
checking this out. I picked mine up from inflammable
Material distro.
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Cometbus - ‘Lanky' - #47, $2
This has been a zine that I have long read good
reviews about, yet I have never seen before.
However due to the recent opening of a rather big
name chain record store, Southampton has been
treated to a zine selection which is quite often better
than those at shows. Thusly, this particular Zing
came into my possession. It's a handwritten account
of the zine-writers teenage years in San Francisco,
loosely linked by his referral to a girl he used to go
out with by the name of Lanky. This is really more of
a book than a zine, and it looks really impressive.
Although handwritten it is legible and very easy to
read. It is well written and has a nice style to'it that
makes it very hard to put down. I finished it off pretty
quickly. I would recommend this highly, as it is very
absorbing, and I am keen to check out more issues
of this.
(orders)
BBT. POBOX 4279. BERKELEY CA 94704. USA

I'm Johnny and I Don't Give a Fuck - #4, $6-10
Yet another book, masquerading as a zine! And
again, like Cometbus, it is handwritten, totally
absorbing and I finished it really quickly. This is
written by one of the guys in Submission Hold, and it
is three different stories in one! It is a tour diary from
(evidently an early) Submission Hold tour (although
the band itself is not named in the zine); it is a piece
of fiction; and it is an account of the last few days he
spent finishing the writing on this zine! All three
stories are separate, yet cleverly interwoven - he is
attempting something different in the telling of the
stories. and I think it works pretty well. Although it
sounds quite weird as I try to describe this - it is easy
to follow and makes for a good read. Again, I would
like to check out other issue of this zine - and I-would
recommend picking this up if you can.
PO BOX) 21533 - 1850 COMMERCIAL DRIVE,
VANCOUVER. B.C. V5N 4A0. CANADA

Morgenmuffel #9, 50p .
This zine is absolutely great. After picking it up on a
recommendation, I have sought out back issues, and
found each one to be just as good. It's a personal
zine - lots of stories about the things the writer, lsy,
gets up to - direct action, travelling places etc - but it
is illustrated, and really well too. I have often wanted
to do a zine/comic project, and this is pretty inspiring
in that respect. Based in Brighton so it's cool to see
a lot of familiar ‘landmarks’ and so on. Also includes
lists of stuff she hates (expanding this issue into stuff
her friends hate too), which I think is always a good
thing to write about in a zine! Ace.
As of writing, #10 has come out and isjust as good!

| A j P0 BOX74,Brighton,BN14ZQ
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Nappysack #1.£1 _ _
i Pretty damn good first issue that I really liked. Some

i L good ranting in here is the key -_ which is both
. humorous and spot on at the same time. Top class - i
i no lie! lnts with Chester, Jas Toomer, Sean Wat Tyler

, ' etc. An excellent first issue and I am eagerly awaiting -
more. . '_

‘ i. 4 PARK VIEW CLOSE, TELESCOMBE CUFFS! ¢
FI PEACEHAVEN. EAST SUSSEX BN10 TNF '
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I . Passivity = Compliance #4, £1.10 '
l i After many/‘moons Rich finally brings out another

"P inspirational issue ‘of Passivity... and it's a beast.
ii Reall chunk , and chock full of Rich's journal. Y Y _ _ ,

j *; writings, as well as reviews and interviews with
~ it Brambiila and Chuckalumba Recording Studio. it is a
' ii zine with a very heavy personal slant due to the

i aforementioned journal extracts. It switches between
It heavy subjects to more lightheated topics

- (Southampton f.c.!!) comfortably, and is steeped inl ~i. punk rock history and reminiscences. What else
je would you expect from an old timer ?! It also

,-, = debunks the long regarded Southampton myth that
j. i? Jamie Festo is ‘right on’ proving him to be nothing

5; more than a skateboard wielding thugll There are
\ :

fli-'

...r i '1 - also some aspects of stories that have been glaringlyr_' ~ - ,

omitted. Rich complains that not even walking home,
. =; the freezing cold snow soaking his shoes, could ruin

- I I)8 L i, a great evening - however Geek Tom claims he got a
I .- i; lift home from his mum and didn't have to walk in the
I ' ; snow at all! Tut tut... don't believe everything you
' ' ‘if read kids!
i - ; Ok, piss taking aside - this is a really great zine!
|_l " '1 95A MALMESBURY ROAD. SHIRLEY.
.‘ .4 SOUTHAMPTON SO15 SFPI
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1 Rumpshaker - #5 - _ _
5 This zine is a behemoth! Absolutely massive zine.
F and a really ace read too. I'm not-nearly finished on
! it it's so bi . It has a good sense of humour running. 9 _ _ .

j‘ , throughout. There IS an article on obsessive
compulsive disorder and _ interviews with some
photographers. The best thing about it is the unique
approach to interviews. The fact that the editor is
trying to do something different and interesting, and
is succeeding at it. He takes a band called Ire to see
a psychic and interviews them all while they're having
tarot cards read! He takes Atom (of the ‘Package
fame) to meet a guy who beat him up at a show - and
interviews them both together! And - the best and

I I ~ most effective ones - he interviews Ray CHOPP-. i 1

.3;  ' Cathlain from Rainer Maria, and Ian MacKaye. 3|:
i with their mothers which makes for._some grea

' ' interviews  and some ve interesting reading. W _ _
. i Although expensive, this zine is definitely something

 7 you should seek out. It is jam packed and highly. . - ~ ii‘ .
A ; '—?§§§S%%%rgEA'€g, GLENDALE. NY11385. USA __
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Skyscraper - #8 and #9, $3.99 _ _
This is another massive zine, although it's focus is
entirely on interviews. Therefore your opinion of this
zine will hinge on what you think about the featured
bands, and how interested you are in what they have
to say for themselves. issue #8 has interviews with
Nashville Pussy arid Sweep The Leg Johnny - so that

bu in it and also features talks with

,1-

i had me y 9 -
1 Unwound, Hot Snakes, Modest Mouse. The Make Up
l Calvin Johnson, VUE and some others. While #9
5 has Mates of State, Brian Baker, The Red Scare and
' a whole bunch more; If you're interested in any of
i those bands you'll probably want to check this out, as
‘I it is a chunky zine. bUl_Pfe1i$-. O|T\O?P- ~ HQWRVQY the
i fact that it is almost entirely comprised of interviews
A and reviews does give it quite an impersonal feel.
. P0 BOX 4432, BOULDER. COLORADO B°306- USA
i
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Suspect Device #36, £1 M H
l Good issue this one. Has all the usual columns that
I you've come to know. It seems this must be the

:1 4 ‘illness’ issue with some rather graphic accounts of
. Tony's bout of chickenpox and someone else's piles
I operation! Not for those with a weak constitution!
i Includes a good interview with One Kick Wonder
- which, I must confess, surprised me, - it is very good;
‘ and an interesting Crass! Dial Farm piece too. Other
‘ interviews include Runnin Riot, Turtlehead, and new
’ zine Reason to Believe. Then of course things are
4 rounded off with local 80's tribute band Parade of
. Enemies. Another good read, that had me glued.
~ This issue is a particularly good one I think.
; PO BOX 295, SOUTHAMPTON, S017 1LWI _ .
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i Zoflked #6, £1   "
i Yet another great issue of Zonked. Always enjoy
;-getting a new issue, of this zine. A marevellous read.
, This time around featuring EAST BAY RAY.i , BREZHNEV, AEROBITCH, THE HELLACOPTERS.
, And yet more of Pete's travelling stories. This _is
E consistently one of the best zines around, and if you
F don't pick it up on a regular basis then you're losing
j out.
- 50 HOLLINGBURY RISE. BRIGHTON. BN1 7HJ -,. _l
1 ,- I. __ a I II. _ , . - . I
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We put on a show in March 2000 by a Belgian straight edge band - oneXmore - and it was one‘ of the most awesome
shows we have put on! They absolutely raged In this tiny little venue - upstairs in this really-small pub called Voltz -
perhaps the size of the old freebutt for those of you who know Brighton. The band was so full of energy that they got the
whole place dancing. Up until that point I had had some reservations about doing shows in this venue as I was not sure
what would happen if a lot of people started to dance (as there is a staircase near the band playing area, and the place ls
so small), particularly after a very packed show that the Properghumbis played there. But this show had lots of people
leaping about, but it was very cool as everyone was having a great time and my fears proved to be unfounded. Anyway
the turn out for the show was about 60-70 people (which is really good for Southampton for an unknown band) and It
rammed the place. Then oneXmore played some MinorThreat covers and the kids went beserkl No macho shit just full
on finger pointing action! Everyone singing, everyone having an awesome time. Their own songs fully raged too You
know when you see really cool photos in U.S. zines of basement shows where everyone is shouting along and going off?
- well it was just like that! Then a few days later we got an email from the band saying how friendly everyone In
Southampton was, and that it was one of the best shows they ever played! The whole experience basically summed up
why it's worth being involved in putting on gigs and with D.l.Y. in general.
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'g35Cl\i2RDS AND A CLOUD OF DUST. IN D.l .‘/. I FUCKIN TRUST‘ -~
This was originally intended as a column for Phil's zine ‘All by Myself‘, but due to general mucking about by both parties, it
was never included. But I thought I'd include it anyway:
My idea for this came from a conversation I was having with someone, and they said ‘oh you know me and politics - we
don't mix" (or words to that effect). Which I found to be incredible. If you're even remotely connected or interested in the
(so called) ‘scene’ in any way - then you will be exposed to the D.l.Y. ethic and way of existing. So therefore, no matter
how much you try and deny or avoid any interest or connection to politics - you cannot because D.l.Y. is political. It's not
complex or boring, it is a simple,-honest way of doing things, which relies upon trust. It's not something to shy away from.
Even your bog standard pop punk or ska band singing about loving their girlfriends (and I use this as an example
because there are plenty around), is in some way political if they are consciously D.I.Y. Saying fuck all that rockstar “i‘m
better” crap, doing it for fun, not money. Creating a real ‘alternative’ to guarantees, riders, general feelings of superiority
of band over audience, and everything else that comes with making music about money instead of fun. A basic principal
of honesty and respect between promoters, bands, audience, zine writers, labels, distros etc. A simple concept which,
once you're aware of it, you can't dismiss by saying “I don't want anything to do with politics’, because you either agree
with it or you don't - but once you're aware of it (just like anything else really) you have to have an opinion one way or the
other. I realise there are many bands playing D.l.Y. shows who couldn't give a shit about the ethics involved -but if it is a
conscious decision to play, to try and create a true alternative, then surely that in itself is a political act‘? For my mind, you
cannot have the music without the ethic - they go hand in hand, and if this ‘scene’ achieves nothing else, then at least we
have at our disposal a means to put across our thoughts and ideas - our personal politics - be it through a band, zine, or
whatever other medium we can come up with.. And to diminish it's importance, or try to dismiss it is a total waste.

meteorite crash all about you, taking down your family a

THIS IS NOT PASSIVITY = COMPLIANCE, THIS IS NOT PASSIVITY
= COMPLIANCE TI-IIS IS NOT ~  

. One of those days where it‘; so amazing out, that yon want to be anywhere but at work. it's bright sunshine but not too
hot out. The perfect day in fact, for reacquainting yourself with your skateboard. Hell, the perfect day for just sitting in the
park with a couple of newly bought comics and a drink. Instead I'm inside, on a quiet day and the only thing I can do is
constantly ponder my recent foolishness. Look out my 5!" floor window at the haze,
and all I want to do is to be outside bombing around. Put all my thoughts on the back burner. Out of sight - out of mind.
Put this day to a proper use. _ . _

FIERY DEATH FROM ABOVEPOSITIVE OUTLOOK
I I the other day and it scared the absolute CRAP out ofSaw 8 Pf_°9"amme °“ n_1eteorS:" amrne and it talked about the inevitability that

. It was that BBC1 space P"°9" _ I -H bl rd t d,
me “ teor and all complex Ilfe on this planet wl e es rot/O ‘d’ we will be hi! by A ‘“° .- ~. ’. (iv k we will be to" - td es - do Y9" ‘“
h fact that the odds say ltWlLL happen. When i_ Os ‘meteor fodder. 7 (© |an Cave“)T e . » .4 - ' .. .I‘ " <>u"“""‘ we ‘”‘“ be Iefi as °bW°u- - ‘bl in the middle Iabout it‘? Or doy .“ aka up one morning or possi y _
I think the latter somcillwogv. ml: Wilma fucking place Wm be tom down How Wm
of the night - and su ,6. Y ind from we impact send a foreign object careering

‘ - 9 ' - massivewyou die. Will the t few
' I lose a leg and spend your I35through your head, or will you mere y -H adv to either drown you

minutes in agony as a giant tidal wave approaches re f me. . . m
or smash you to pieces with fantastic force. Will you suffocate re. t

“ - ‘ I ' ' burn as tire-Y Pieces °- . t? or will you _
vast dust cloud that will cloak theplane - nd friends? R Wm not

be pleasant. Idoubt it will be a quick ‘lights out’ siIufliI°“-
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We Close Our Eyes were also really good screamo stuff, and I bought their demo The G9,;
fell asleep on the way there and back - he began twitching! Along for the ride were slam

_ -"gr" 5- ._ ._ _- ____.,,,,1--'rI1'f'Ii'?\" an . L I .

rsda 5"'JuI 2001 r S ‘die:-1
Geekio aka Lil G aka Greek aka Hummous Tom, aka The Geek) are to travel 5 hours to
deepest Norwich in order to take advantage of the hospitality of Mr Ian 'Cavers Cavell After
our trek to Woodhenge last Bank Holiday we will hopefully be making a pilgrimage to Sea
Henge! Not much to write about just yet. The excitement factor is low My biggest dilemma
is shorts V trousers as I do not believe I can pack both! The Geek has shown up half an hour
early. I have yet to bathe. ‘.-.;'_
It is now raining. I have a good mind to phone Cavell up and complain! It is Hot Water _Music
all over again - sunny all week while at work, and then get soaked on the way to the station on

§~ ‘T " I w " " 3 "

Thu Y Y ., _ _. T
8.34am In the 4 days that are about to follow, myself and Geek Tom (aka Geeker, aka om

- ‘I 0 cl I ' ' l

your one day oft!  5A .""
"" ‘""*'-""P _'- .-.':'.-.L-". " ' . It-. K l‘:‘l£."‘"'1' ...i»*"" If -i ‘~ it ' .

10.30am On the train! Shocking discovery that-my egg, mayonnaise afiiiaihess sandwich
contains only 3% cressl Not as bad as the Geeks Chutney option includes something
‘derived from a genetically modified micro-organism‘!!l! Cue crap gags about aliens leaping
from stomach in a John Hurt/Chutney style.

10.50am Geek is being a twat! Loud complaining about being unable to write his tour joumal
on the train, due to its motion. He has now decided to draw a picture of me. The boy is no
artist. j
10.55am My shirt smells! I am inflicting a musky odour on the

at Liverpool St. Station. Very hot. Got food and sat about. Watched quite cute girl
doing stop 8- sell‘ for Bamardos Charity. Practically everyone ignored her. That job must
suck. It looks soul destroying. I can imagine my contempt for other people would go through
the roof. Ifelt sorry for her. :_f_'7' ‘S.;:i -.--

We are now on the train, waiting for it to depart. Norwich bound
- -- 1-.
'. 1,‘ _ I _ _- -r" . -I - ,_ " —- 1

The train joumey was pleasant. The conductor was the politest person ever!
-'5--‘?'?“‘ ' - I"Arrival in Norwich. and the Geek‘s claim‘ that Ian was walking

unfounded upon the discovery that he was merely wearing a beige shirt.
-. '-r-'".=_.'-—_“'Z-'-"" .i'.f==-"‘-*5if-l-F'*§F;:~1."1'?5?~r";¢-;,‘:?r'

Arrived Pat Chateau Cavell, and very nice it is too. in the he |-i the flat
countryside. Picked up Walkie Talkie zine and my records off ‘C:ver?s' - Charming B
Mates of State and a comp. of bands doing covers of songs from John Hughes movlesl

4.30pm Sitting around waiting for food before we re off to see JR EWING ‘Na;-5;) in

‘F

in

I -r
a I. ‘

,1. ,._i?*

.5it *315* .2"

and Andy ‘Collective’ Malcolm. After the gig I had a veggie burger, but it did not sit right! And
| thirlk | 599'“ l°° mum m°"¢Y- i~'='"'l'$ JR EWING |P is 0" Pink vinyl. while mine is on plain onJR EWdullards black vinyl. I feel rate ING were very very ggod
Friday s"‘ July 2001
Mo I

To relte
_

In rig constitutional d in viii;en masse _ Mdenfly Ztlfaiged ts the £ii;h€;fot;%€lp:dmsfilt;tsF:i;l1;11cl,.:5BC:!f small bugs attacked
Ended up looking like a bug farm So man th r by The Geek am '_ . - y e e were that some were killed ' '

i.t...'f"!,§!,§!i-l-ii-’;Il?*,~‘*"‘*"°"Iml vwudptii. but it had to be donell). I as  d“""9 "‘°_I - on .l.- ‘ i -,, . _ }

The countryside is still very fla-Lb We discovered a local shop for local people. Decided to
reacquaint myself with the ‘cadburys Star Bar’ (not eaten since childhood). Was disappointed
to discover that it is simply a peanut-y brother to the Boost, and not much to write home about_.q.._:_., F _. ‘._ ...-_--_.-
all {Old '-" tier . - " - ‘ --t~ --t -.

ll"
. is a. _ ' _'

Afternoon Went into Norwich town and purchased comics, including a comic for my new
American friend! Also got ‘Disreali Gears‘ by Cream on CD and ‘Crash’ by The Primitives on
10'. We have discovered the seedy underbelly of Norwich - every seemingly normal shop
appears to sell pomography in the back! For example, the upmarket comic I book I
memorabilia shop was found to be selling magazines such as ‘Legs 8. Tail‘! Norwich is a filth
hive

The Geek and I have just a debate as to the true definition of an Ottoman. He
says a chest I trunk, while I say a small backless chair. Cavell acted as adjudicator and it
turns out that we are both right! 5 '"

Choice quotes from The Geek so far
- - "I could eat you all right now‘ (in the car on the way to JR EWING)
- “They’ve got moulded buttholes. My arse is too big, it's giving me chafing on the sides‘

(whilst trying out some chiidrens swings in the park) ='=“"‘"""'Y-j=;'_'""-""_'
-‘ ‘My hands smell of swing’ ,1,-i-;-.:~'~.=l_i-I5-li‘~E'._"l:i"a',}§i"t.i_-Ti*€:r_'ft§s"‘ ~='~1-is.~.e..~;1-;-:e.:'.;r‘+
Geek also attempted to get someone to ride e See-Saw with him - but to no avail. I wisii I
had had my camera with me to record the pitiful sight of The Geek sitting alone on a See-Saw

thus proving he has no mates. ....,ai_

1.30pm Took a spill on Ian's rug. It is of a magic cai-per siyie_ on poiished floor boards n
ot here. 'has been threatening to destroy me since I g Form

although I fear that worse could be ahead. '5' "at-6]? was mt 3 bad spm "

at -‘?P-

rs:-_"~

In a moment of pure unadulterated classic comedy I pretended to h Th G '0t k I

5'03" 93l'd6" P°"'d- E"id°""Y The Geek did not like it up ‘im and proceedpused 1069916123 Ehmnlanig
Peterborough - a 2 hour drive away! The food was a ve - A hvmrm This lasted til- ry nice stir , k d be _ "" “'9 90! l0 I118 pub, some 20-30 i ut later!Qombo as ggncgctgd by the boy Ca,,e,|_ . .. ' "°Y ‘=‘"$- P35" ii ii: rim == so vii went on the swings in the kids park while hammered. AnsuccesnBssful pissed and
4.33pm Ad: ‘Is Norwich a hick town ?" Saturday - recall of Friday’; event;

Ian: “lI‘s a bit backward!!!” |" 3 dmflkefl 8!!-IDOL lfell asleep in a crouched position at Ian's desk!

I-"
O\

Saturday moming, Geek quote: ‘I feel like... a load of bollocks‘.

Sitting in the pub garden, the easiest option for urinary satisfaction was to head off into a
nearby field. When The Geek went, a group of people were just leaving. Not wanting to be
spied having just relieved himself, he hid in a bush. However, the bush contained stinging
nettles. The Geek came out of the bush complaining loudly. ‘But it's ck‘ says The Geek, "l
have these", and for the benefit of myself, Ian and Andy he proudly deposits 2 handfuls of
doc leaves on the table!

I had a pea sandwich on our retum to tans. _

There is a kid playing a viewers game on Ant & Dec who supports Brighton. I hope he wins.
He lost!

Saturday 1"‘ July -
Seahenge was aborted today as it is raining and we were a little drunker than anticipated
yesterday. Andy Malcolm claims not to remember anything post pub, and was apparently
found by his sister at 2am, in the toilet, naked, mumbling about JR EWING! Sitting around
today mucking about on the computer, reading ‘Fear 8. Loathing in Las Vegas‘. Retum Of
The Jedi is on Iv. I am watching that. ,

Just remembered, at the pub last night we saw this bloke with a mullet who looked EXACTLY
like ‘Mickey Love‘ from The League Of Gentlemenll Andy had mentioned a bloke with a
mullet Inside the pub. We all went in, but no one saw him - we suspected that he was
imagining things! But we all saw him when he came outside, and The Geek shouted ‘Mickey
Love‘ very loudIy!!

Went out on the piss - drank Goldschlage - tasted like Fireball gobstoppers (i.e. extrgme
cinnamon), with little flakes of gold in it. While drinking the Goldschlage, the bannan takes
The Geeks ‘/1 full drink away while doing a clean up. Geekboy follows across the pub in hot
pursuit, retrieves his drink and receives another, gratis, by way of an apology - the jammy
bastard. Whilst drinking the Goldschlage I remarked on the disproportionate amounts of gold
in each glass. And pondered whether this was the result of fluctuating market prices for gold?
For example, your first glass and £1.50 gets you, say 10 flakes. But by the time you buy your
second glass, that £1.50 may now only be worth 5 flakes! Food for thought, I think you'll
agree.

Then it was on to the Waterfront, which is Norwich's equivalent of the nexus (shitty
Southampton metallalternative club) - but in a school hall! I sat in the comer as my World
collapsed around me. I cannot conjugate the words to describe how horrific it was! The sound
of THAT r.a.t.m. song being played in the year 2001 to a group of altemative kids makes me
want to weep. And even if totally pissed, there is nothing on this earth that could make me
want to dance to limp bizcuit! Upon exit of the club The Geek becomes a colossal twat! He
inadvertently went into the ladies toilet twice!

Sunday a“‘ July y
The Geek appears lio be still pissed. Yesterday evening he trawled around outside the
Waterfront "looking for ladies‘! He claimed that he wanted to move to Norwich and that he
loved it. No ladies were interested which prompted a repeat performance of his ‘everyone
hates me‘ speech. This morning he claims to now hate Nonnich! Other notable events

I-’
—-J

-In

lnclude Ian drunkenly spitting water all over people (but only on people I know), and Simon
had his trousers pulled down! The Geek will most probably get his hangover mid joumey. He
is going to the show In Winchester tonight - I am too tired and have too much stuff with me, so
I am opting against it. I fear that I may kill The Geek on the way home though, and there ls
not a court in the land that would convict me! '

Geek quote from this moming:
‘I feel like shit. Oh no wait, I feel quite good actually’

Ian, referring to The Waterfront:
‘I didn't say it was good. It's just a place we go‘

11.58am On the train, waiting to leave. It emerges that last night The Geek went up to some
girl on the staircase, drunk (hatch). The conversation apparently went something like this:

Geek: ‘Do you live in Norwich?’
Girl ‘Yes’
Geek: ‘i‘m here on holiday. i‘m loving it. Do you want to talk to me?"
Girl. ‘No’

12.00 noon The Geek has started drinking his final can. His theory being that he will
continue to be drunk and thus avoid a hangover. The smell of his beer is making me feel sick.
He has started boozlng at 12.00 and is wearing the same clothes as yesterday. This means
that I am officially travelling with a tramp!

More memories from yesterday revolve around this guy we were drinking with called Martin.
The guy was totally obnoxious, but very funny with it. Seemingly he hated everyone. He was
talking to someone on the phone and said (loudly) “Yeah, i‘m in a pub full of ARSEHOLES."
Then, tuming to face the pub ‘That's right. I said ARSEHOI.ES." He followed this up later by
again talking loudly on the phone and saying ‘Yeah i‘m In the coner surrounded by
KNOBHEADSP Admittedly this could have easily gotten us all beaten up - in fact I think that
was his intention - but at the time it was very funny.

Geek retums from the train lavatory waming me not to go in there as the flushing mechanism
is broken!

3.00pm Having changed in London, we are on the train about to go back to Southampton.
Geek has calmed himself down considerably, but is about to start boozlng again!
It has been a great weekend in all, but now I need some sleep to recover. Our sojoum to the
east in our ambassadorial capacity has, I feel, done much to improve Anglo-Norwich relations.
Now it is simply a matter of time before we see just how far our good work has stretched.

I
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(The Amputees
a.k.a The steak Dept

In case you haven't come across them before, The Amputees have done a lot of really cool art for such bands as
Reversal Of Man, Combat Wounded Veteran, Atom & His Package and so on. I felt that the art was one of the coolest
things about these records, and thusly decide to fire off a few questions into the electronic ether to see who/whallwhy The
Amputees.

1 . Who are The Amputees? -
WELL, THE AMPUTEES ARE CURRENTLY NO ONE BECAUSE THE OPERATION HAS BEEN DISSOLVED AND IT'S MEMBERS,
MYSELF AND JUDY HAVE SPLIT TO WORK ON DIFFERENT PROJECTS. I HAVE STARTED THE STEAK DEPT., AND SHE HAS A
PROBLEM KEEPING A BASIC AND ACCESSIBLE NAME, LAST WEEK IT WAS"THE BLEEDING ORIFICE” (YUCKI WHO WANTS
TO HIRE THAT COMPANIES NAME OTHER THAN PEDESTRIAN DEATH METAL BANDS, AND SWEATY FOURTEEN YEAR
OLDS. STRANGE.) BUT HAS SINCE GONE WITH "MY TEETH ARE VOMIT DESIGN”. SHE'S DUMB. REALLY PAINFULLY STUPID.

2. Do you just create pieces for punklhardcore related projects? Where else can we see your work other than on a few
records and t-shirts?
WELL, PUNK/HARDCORE IS OUR MAIN AREA OF CONCENTRATION BECAUSE IT'S WHERE WE HAD AND HAVE BEEN
SITUATED FOR YEARS UPON YEARS. BUT WE GET REALLY BORED DOING ARTWORK FOR “JOHNNY‘S CORPSE" OR “THE
SPIN DRY POODLES". SO OUR APPROACH IS THAT WE WOULD NEVER EVER TURN DOWN LARGE SUMS OF MONEY TO DO
NON PUNK, COMPLETELY LAME THINGS. JUST TO BREAK UP THE MONOTANY (SPELLT INCORRECTLY, MIND YOU).
MAYBE? SURE. '

3. Basically, how do you create your pieces?
356’/yy Do you sit down with-the intent to create - or

4"‘ sfflfflyll-' do you work ‘as the mood takes you‘? Are
your pieces drawn, painted etc? What sort of

___ anatomical references do you use for the
body parts and so on - as they seem to me to
be, In their accuracy, much like ‘scientific’
drawings from medical texts etc. The creative ,,,,.a_ _
process In a nutshell, please! ‘E§\
THIS QUESTION WORRIES ME. I FEEL VERY
DUMB ANSWERING THE FULL DETAILS OF
THIS. SO I GUESS IT COULD BE SAID WE
USE ACETATE A LOT, AND OVERHEAD
MARKERS JUST AS EQUAL, AND
PHOTOSHOP WHEN WE HAVE TO HIRE
SOMEONE ELSE, AND MUCH MANY ITEMS
AND IDEAS APED FROM WAY A LOT OF
OTHER SOURCES THAT NEVER CAN BE
SHOOK OFF. UNFORTUNATELY. NO MOODS
ARE NECASSARY BECAUSE THAT WOULD
IMPLY THAT THE WORK HAD SOME SORT OF
EMOTIONAL CONTENT, WHICH IS NEVER
THE CASE. THE JUNK NEVER EVER COMES
OUT AS A REACTION TO BEING MAD OR
BEING HAPPY OR ANYTHING LIKE THAT. WE
JUST LIKE BEING DIFFICULT AND SILLY AND
DO GROSS THINGS THAT AREN'T REALLY
SINEWY OR BLOODSHED RELATED. I THINK.
MAYBE? NO, NO ANATOMICAL ANYTHING.
THE MEDICAL GUIDES INFLUENCE ARE
WHAT STARTED IT A FEW YEARS BACK, BUT
A GREAT CONCENTRATION HAS BEEN PUT
IN THE STUPID ART TO STEP AROUND THE
OBVIOUS TRAPPINGS THAT THE CRAP
IMAGES COULD BE TRACED BACK TO. I
THINK I ANSWERED YOUR QUESTION.
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4. How do you feel about the concept of being ‘taught’ art in schools etc. Since art is subjective, just like music - in that what
I may like, you may not. And vice verse - how can this possibly be ‘graded’ and be ‘attributed worth’?
GOOD QUESTION. ONE WAY SMARTER AND MORE INVOLVED THEN I WOULD EVER REALLY LIKE TO GET INTO. BUT,
TEACHING IS A GREAT WAY TO APPLY RELAXED MIND CONTROL ON VERY MALEABLE MINDS. YEAHI TO ALL OF THAT
GRADE AND FAIL THE FUCK our OF THE KIDS WHO DON'T LISTEN on WANT TO DRAW ALL WHITE STILL LIFES. THAT'S
FUNNY.
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5 Do you have any specific
\ aims or goals that you want to

achieve through your artwork?
NEGATIVE.
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6. Would you I Are you able to make a living at your art?
IF I KEEP LIVING IN THE HOUSE I AM CURRENTLY LIVING IN AND HAVE LIVED FOR A COUPLE OF YEARS IN FLORIDA
TH EN.....NO. WOULD I IF PLAUSABLE? YES, THAT‘S VERY FACTUAL.

7. What would constitute ‘selling out’ to you?
NOTHING. DO IT ALL IF YOU ARE ASKED AND WANT TO. SELLING OUT IS ALL "SUBJECTlVE"(?). DEPENDS ON YOUR
AVIEBSOSCQJRSEUPPOSE. BUT NEVER NEGATIVE APPROACH, MORE LIKE CHRIST ON A CRUTCH. MAYBE SEIGE. DEEP
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Tuesday, April 1 6th, 2002

im risking this. It has to be d m capabie to dO- it Ii

I Sat. 21"‘ - Sun. 2a"“ April 2002 _ __ _
_Went_ up to Bristol on the train instead. Wllh Jamie F aiid Vififldhestef R0b- We went record shopping and I bought FAR

J9_°mii¢h~i__

llondflyi March 25th, 2002 _ _
t's sunny out today! Usually I hate the summer weather, and as for the sun? Well I can t wait until that fucker burns itself

' ' od - ' d nn , but not too bright and not too hot Also, it's half term so my walk
;lutJ.§ri1t$vgm§ii$'Z3i§irr§:ihv;?§ are few: ggrssgndypeople about. I listened to Green Hearse on my walkman. Tlxy
ivere a fucking fantastic local band that my friends were in - they only played about 2 shows but they were awesome. B
nut them on with this band from Washington DC called Victory At Sea and the singer said she thought they were the best I 1- _. - ed from using ourJand they d ever played with! They were very loud though (stonerldoom stuff) and almost got us bann _
egular venue at the time - the owner fell over in the shower, cause they were so loud - and the ¢°""¢" had "°'3°
zomplaintsll Ha ha!

\~\ ‘K-._..--r\ !

“ii

spent the malddiif df this mdming at W0I'l<. working on my tattoo design Jamie and Wez have got thm done recentlyind it has made me think seriously about it I've been talkin about etti i d f ' .N " ' I h‘9 g ng one one or years ow it s time to act t in
k"°“' What | ‘Want |Iust have to find so ave seen so many BAD tattoos that there's no way I

one exactly the same as my drawing.

'emembe' °"e time | ddddd UP doing a pub quiz and this kid on our team who wabout. tattoos. insisted on showing Us his back‘ when the dud . I _ s 3 ‘f|'l6|'ldOf a friend», when talking
bomination that was so bad that I still to this da h B pulled up his shirt’ he revealed some aesthetic
erhaps? He was totally stoked on it ( I guess tharsyih ave no. idea What it was! Some big _grey spikes or fence posts
rasn t blind, then he definitely couldn't have had any dmdsi '"iP°"3"i th"'t97) bl-ll | Swear If the guy who tattooed him

., ____%

pril 2002
nyone ever feel like all their friends and people they know have their lives in order knovidng what tfi\wa)Jntlto d2:
here they want to go? While you're still aimless d d'recfi I ? A - "y I
hat it was you wanted. I'm feeling like that all the 2:16. I on ass nd that you would do the same If only you KNEW

Tuesday 23'“ April 2002
Today was cool It was a nice da -' Y.$-owesatoutinth - . _ _Johnny Cash and then Woody Guthrie It was ll e garden um" way past dark dd"k'"9 and llsienin to

i|'l0UQ|’ll I am runni n
the whiskey Once it started getting co-‘den Burteat Things took a little tum fo,-‘the Worse as me and ghil ifiéhgn

. Goff and I fear_ _ a good eveni and we mean to do it again really tired (ode)?
it might not be enough!

_  _I also picked_up some cool books for cheap as well. I got a book by Eddie Bunker, the guy from reserv
a proper cnminal, and I also picked up ‘Factotum‘ and ‘Ham on"Rye’ by Charles Buckowskl.

live stayed_with Geek Toni in Bristol. He is in university halls. so we crashed on his floor. He has shaved his head since I
ast saw him, and with his glasses he looks a bit like a mole. I called him 'MoIe~y’ and took the piss all weekendll

After a rather dubious stir fry concocted by Geek and nearly ruined by Jamie (for some inexplicable reason, his tofu
liquified and nearly mined the whole thingl), we made our way to the pub where the gig was taking place. They had a
skittles alley in there which was really cool. We ruled the alley. And to get to the upstairs room where the bands were
playing, you had to go out the back and up a fire escape! Then I proceeded to get incredibly pissed!

gs for the bands, they were all incredible! Seein Red were awesome and totally blew me away. On record they are good,
ut you have to see this band live to appreciate how fucking fast they are. Incredible. Shikari were also completely aoe,

and then From Ashes Rise completely ruled! On walk back to Geek Tom's place the heavens opened and we got soaked!
I also broke Tom's glasses due to drunken hijinksl I-le hit me, so I hit him back and the screw came loose and the lens fell
out. Fortunately he g_ot them fixed today and it didn't ‘cost anything. However at the time I apologised profusely =1;‘i_¢riy
sincerity was undermined though due to my constant hiccupplng, which I just could not get rid of. Geek complained that
he couldnt tell if we were going the nght way or not, cause he couldn't see!! We stopped for food (I had a quality
vegetable bhaji) and then crashed at the Geeks. T

3 .5 J
‘{Q ,.

/.
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Because there are no reviews in this zine, The following is a list of things that give me inspiration. My
recommendations if you will. This zine is the end result of prolonged exposure to the following things! They
are mostly bands, films and comics. I strongly urge you to check them out.

- Yaphet Kotto .
1- Books Lie
1- Train on the Brain by

Alison Murray (film)
Amelie (film)
Discount
Hot Water Music
Former Members Of
Alfonsin

- Morgenmuffel (zine)
I F’assivity=ComplIance

(zine)
Boulder
Roy Damn Mercer
Mika Bomb
Radio Birdman
Epileptic Terror Attack
Fuel
Tragedy
Seein Red
The Avengers
X Ray Specs

Conspiracy
Imbalance
Submission Hold
Tear It Up
Jellyroll Rockheads
Brother Inferior
E-150
Orchid
Mihoen

._.

/'

The International Noise

-Ii.H "‘\=-i-‘rats

r

i R“

.5

/er /
4 I’

Standstill
Seven Days Of Samsara
The Tight Bros From Way
Back When
Los Crudos
Unruh
Sweep The Leg Johnny
Nashville Pussy
The Fucking Champs
Lone Wolf and Cub by
Kazuo Koike 8! Goseki
Kojima (comic I manga)
Optic Nerve by Adrian
Tomine (comic)
The Adventures of Barry
Ween, Boy Genius by
Judd Winick (comic)
Blue Monday by Chynna
Clugston Major (comic)
Gates Of Eden by Ethan
Coen (book)
The Blood Of Strangers by
Frank Huyler (book)
The Dirt by Motley Crue
(book)
Bum Collector by AI
Burian (book/zine)
Dear Mr Mackin by Rev.
Rich Mackin (book)
Dance Of Days (book)
Sabotage In The
American Workplace
(book)
\

If,

"\ - _\

The Evil Dead Companion
(book)
Chopper (film)
Another State Of Mind
(film)
Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon (film)
Palookaville (film)
Love & Other
Catastrophes (film)
Life ls Beautiful (film)
Dancer In The Dark (film)
Josie 8. The Pussycats
(film AND soundtrack)
Instrument (film) (and
Fugazi in general for that
matter)
The Sopranos (tv)
Brighton 8. Hove Albion
F.C.
Feeling like doing some
drawing again
mitchbuchanan
Collective zine!
(www.coIIective-zine.co.uk)
Going on road trips with
the 'kids'. Overton,
London, Bradford, Leeds,
Noiwich and Holland.
The Shirley fuckin‘ Punks!
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ttscoiui REVIEWS
The Tone - Here's Another Reason... LP (Rugger Bugger)
First heard the tone when I bought their debut 7"er from Sean, and with catchy song-
writing (Pauline) you knew they were gonna be a sure hit. Here's Another Reason to
Believe in Rock N Roll, their debut full-lengther (even tho’ they had all the 7" and
compilations tracks released as one collection - Wide Eyed and Nonsense) put out
by three top underground labels (Rugger Bugger, No Idea and Snufiy Smiles). The
music is extremely catchy, melodic, even poppy punk with some ska riff which have
your toes tappinf and lyrics which get stuck in your head. Good shit.
Rugger Bugger, POB 357, London, SE19 1AD. -

D.S.-13 - Killed By the Kids LP (Havoc)
Umea hardcore is herel 22 tracks of some of the best skatelthrashcore you are ever
likely to hear. Demon System 13 play it trashy with some great chanting vocals, and
remind me of Oi.it Cold meets a harder Minor Threat. Similar to E.T.A, Last in Line
and Tear it Up. It doesn't just sound good, Havoc do you a treat. The vinyl is made
from marble grey wax with red labels and a nice thick coloured sleeve. Check what
the fuss is all Havoc, PoB 8585, Minneapolis, MN 55408, USA

Hardskin - Live, Loud and Skinhead LP (Damaged Goods)
Whether listening to the first LP or seeing ‘em live dovm the pub, Hardskin were class,
and this live record (recorded both in the UK and in Japan) will give any Hardskin fan
more than a few seconds worth of enjoyment (for newcomers the cockney piss-takers
are now defunct so this is the closest you'll get to seeing ‘em live). l spent all the day
down the pub bos l’m a cunt, a cunt, a cunt, a cunt, a cunt, cunt. .. No address.

Tear It UplE.T.A. - split LP (Dead Alive)
Some more great thrashy hardcore in the same vein as D.S.-13. First up we have
the hardest band on the rec, New Jersey's Tear It Up. The music is fast with shout-
ing, chanting like vocals. lf you ain't heard ‘em before the split ep with Down In
Flames and their full-lengther Nothing ls Nothing are both much better. Flip the disc
over and we've got Umea's E.T.A (Epileptic Terror Attack). Again, the comparison
has to be D.S.-13, but think more skatecore, definite Minor Threat influences. Buried
Alive is a cracker, and they have a 7"er coming out soon on Enslaved.
DeadAIive, PoB 97, Caldwell, NJ 07006, USA

Toxic Narcotic - We're All Doomed CD (Go Kart)
Another new band for me. Toxic Narcotic, from New England, play hard-hitting hard-
core punk and remind me alot of the East Coast hardcore scene. Also bringing to
mind ExploitedIBloody Sods style streetpunk, and even a bit of metal too, (but not
in a bad wayll) Not original, but good stuff nonetheless. Address elsewhere.

at 37'»?

Recon» REVIEWS
Urotsukldojilwlnter in June - split CD (Ignition) _
I heard this for the first time yesterday at work and now reading the press release
which comes with it I have realised, for the first time, that there are 2 bands here,
rather than just the one! After a good second listen, and having got past the weaker
3 songs l have discovered \Ninter in June - a good, tight, melodic, emo ‘band with
tough heavy vocals. Urotsukidoji sound very similar (hence the onginal mix UP). but
lack the tightness and vocal impact which I found with Winter. Six tracks in total and
overall a good release. Ignition, PoB 333, Margate, CT9 2FY. -

Leftover Crack - Mediocre Generica lp (Hellcat) _ _ _ _
Choking victim are very popular in Thirsk, so there was a lot of anticipation regarding
this record. And, for me - prehaps because of the anicipatlon - its not as good as No
Gods, No Managers. (The band also upset a few people when they toured at the end
of last year). But not me, and don't let that take anything away from some excellent
lyrics, ". . .you know i‘m not PC, I'll shoot your kid at school so he doesn't grow upto
be a flicking asshole just like you...’ (Gay Rude Boys Unite). Mix up the lyrics with
that crack rock steady beat and you've got a must for any OP IVY fan. Stop the
Insanity and Born to Die have to be some of the best songs you'll hear all year.

Alkaline TriolHot Water Music- split (Jade Tree) _ _ _
Two of the biggest bands out of the US scene come together on this little disc. Alkaline
Trio are the pop punkers darlings and give us songs, 2 of their own and a cover of
H\NM's Roof Tops. And from the ever-impressive Hot Water we get 2 onginals and 2
Trio covers. It's hard to pick out the best song never mind the better band, so if you
like either get yerself down t’ yer local and get it bought.

Nlllloy - Belt Up CD (Crackle) __
Milloy seem to have taken over the mantel from Crackle's favourite son's (Chopper),
but unfortunatley Chopper were in a different class (sorryl). Here we get 6 songs of
poppy, emo-ish, indie punk. Not my cup-o-tea, but I'm sure the kids will love it. Didn't
think much of the dodgy pink artwork either. Crackle, PoB 7, Otley, LS21 1YB.

Rydell, San Geronimo, A Rocket Sent to You - 3 band split (Ignition)
This one is certainly for the emo kids. Three bands for you here. Rydell from Kent,
didn't disappoint, 3 songs of Hot Water Music influenced rhythms. San Geronimo, ex-
LiietimelDrowningman, sound similar to Rydell, but slower and with less oi an
hardcore edge, and finally A Rocket Sent to You (they have to be emo with a name
lilte thatll), slower than any oi the above, and leaning even further towards that dread-
ed emo soundll Saves the Day meets Texas ls the Reason. Address elsewhere.

All reviews by Rich T. Do I smell apathy in the Sailor camp‘?

Runnin RiotlTovirer Blocks - split ep (Rejected) .
Belfasts Runnin Riot quite simply are (werel) the best Oil band on the planet, mixing
great, catchy tunes with hard-hitting lyrics about life on the streets of Northem
Ireland. I'd never heard of Tower Blocks (from Berlin), and wasn't disappointed by
their similar brand of Oil If I saw owt by ‘em in the shops I certainly pick it tp.
Rejected, PoB 6591, Dun Laoire, Co Dublin, Ireland.

D.S.-13lCode13 - split ep (Havoc)
D.S.-13 seem to be all over me bladdy review section, that's ‘cos they are fucking
brilliant That good in fact that I sent ‘em some questions for an int in this very issue.
But they replied and said they were too busy to do itl Bastards! But there music is
still fucking good. Hard, thrashcore from Sweden. On the other side we have more
fast paced hardcore from Code 13 of Minneapolis. I've never really been a huge
hardcore fan (hence, none ever get interviewed), but l seem to be buying a hell of a
lot at the moment. Out of all the genres (I hate to see punk split up) hardcore, with
bands like Last in Line, Out Cold, Boxed-In, ETA, Down In Flame, DS 13 and Tear It
Up, seem to have more energy and balls about it. Address elsewhere.

The Freeze, Assert, Swellbellys - split ep (Hideous Eye)
Two songs, one on either side of the record, from each band. First up are some old
favourites, The Freeze from Boston (not LA), the first song is new to me and a fine
example of their brand of 80s melodic skatepunk, on the B-side they do their classic
No Ones Ever Coming Home, next are Assert playing gritty, but tuneful UK hardcore,
and finally we have the Swellbellys, very fast B2 style hardcore, both songs from their
debut CD, they sound like a cross between Wolent Society, the Exploited and the
Bloody Sods but 100 times faster. No address, but try: needles@swellbellys.net

Overspill - Who's War? ep (Intimidation)
4 tracks of fast chanting streetpunk, playing a good mix of serious stuli, combined
with some humour (Death by Viagra has some great funny lyrics). Overspilll hail from
Livingston, Scotland and I won't do ‘em-any injustice and say they sound like The
Exploited, ‘cos they don't, they sound much better - but could easily have been
alongside The Exploited on a No Future compilation.
Intimidation, PoB 14627, Leven, Fife, KY8 22D, Scotland.

D.S.-13 - Thrash and Bum ep (Enslaved)
Skate or Die, thrash and bum! DS-13 are here and growing into one of the most pop-
ular bands in the underground. The Swedish hardcore outfit thrash out 9 songs on
this 7' re-release which originally came out in 2000 on 6" format. DS-13 fuckin' rulell
Enslaved, PoB 169, Forester Court, Bradford, WYorks, BD1 2UJ.

‘I I

Panic - Get Well CD (Crackle)
I was pleasantly surprised when I got this through the post from Dave and Becky. I
thought Panic had split up a few years ago, then all-of-a-sudden they have a full
lengther, and on Crackle no less. It's not what you expect from the Crackle crew.
Panic play Screeching Weasel-like, Ramones influenced poppy punk rock, with a bit
of a WORM feel. Not bad! Address elsewhere.

Good Clean Fun - Straight Outta Hardcore LP _
This is the new 10 song 45rpm 12" album from Washington humour-core straight-
edgers Good Clean Fun. You should all be familiar with the Gorilla Biscuits influ-
enced music and their “Positively-positive‘ political lyrics. No Sacrifice too Great,
Today was a Positive Day and Last Night I dreamt a Emo Kid Loved Me are classic
Good Clean Fun. The only disappointment is the length of the record, the 10 songs
last 12 minutes 40 seconds and it costs the same price as most full-lengthers. They
could have added a few more tracks or released it as a nice 10' or summertl
Defiance, Ritterstrasse 52, 50668 Koeln, Germany.

Kenisla - Nothing to Say CD (Household Name)
Yet another new band on the ever-increasing Household rostrum. Kenisia play heavily
influenced Op lvyILink BOICitizen Fish style skacore. Nothing originial, but is
nowadays’? They do it well and there's enough variation to keep the kids occupied
throughout. HHN, PoB 12286, London, SW9 6FE.

Household Name Records 2002 Promo CD _ _ _
This was a nice surprise, a new 14 band compilation ci all the latest bands on
Household Name. The CD’s not for sale, but you can pick it up for free with the July
issue of Big Cheese magazine. The stand out bands (for me) are Capdown (naturally),
Captain Everything (melodic punk - new to me), Five Knuckle, Anti Maniax (skacore),
the Foamers (streetpunk), and Fig 4.0 (Yorkshire hardcore, new to HHN). But we all
have dilierent taste don't we? If you've missed Big Cheese try writing to HHN- AddfB$$
elsewhere.

Five Knuckle - Lost for Words CD (HHN)
Never seen or heard these Bristol punkers before and for some reason I expected
them to sound like Capdown, or a similar mixture of hardcore and ska. On first listen
I wasn't far wrong. with the sound, but with the 14 songs, they lean away from
Capdown's sax driven ska'rdcore, and more towards US bands like Anti-Flag and
Rancid, but they don't play the same brand of punk. More hardcore than street-
punk...and as they say, these are all killers, with no fillers. Address elsewhere.
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or ‘my hitch-hiking tales’ by Paul I=Iaggity-

Seems to me you don't see many hitch-hikers anymore. A
dying tradition. It was never the most popular of pastimes I
know. Sometimes I'd stand for 5 or 6 hours waiting for a lift.
The worry you could be a psycho killer prowling the
highways and byways looking for fresh meat? Because
that's what killers would prefer to do isn't it‘? When the
urge to murder became too strong you wouldn't go to all
the trouble of finding a victim in a town or city. That would
be far too much trouble, so obviously you'd prefer to
stand around for hours, as thousands of people drive past
you and see you standing at the side of the road before
some unlucky fool picked you up and then you could
chop them into pieces So why don't you see many these
days? Hitchers that ls - not psycho kiIlers.There's nowhere
for anybody to go? The plague of cars? Probably both. but
also the cancer that invaded our society during Adolf
Thatcher's reign. A cancer that has spread further by
subsequent Govemments, and non more so than the
current one. The cancer of ‘Why should somebody get
something for nothing?‘ Resent everybody...suspect
eveiybody...and by golly stop them doing anything you
either don't want to, or can't do yourself. It seemed to
spring up out of the blue, although it's always been there
to a certain extent, but as life becomes more stressful and
harder for people they love and need scapegoats.
Posters in bus stations saying ‘If you see anybody looking
suspicious tell the Police.‘ TV adverts showing fiends that
work in hairdressers while signing on. It all encourages
resentment and fear, and it fucking works. Everybody is
now a potential enemy. I saw some Government official on
a chat show saying signing on is no different to beating up
an old woman to steal her handbag. But that's a different
Issue, I was talking about hitch-hiking! The open

wind in your hair...the feeling of treedom...yeah
I know that's all bollocks but getting somewhere for free
ls great! I used to hitch a lot. Most of the time it passed
without incident. but not eveiytime.There's the wankers
that pull over a few hundred feet down the road and as
you run up to the car and reach for the handle they either
just drive'off laughing or shout ‘Get a fucking car you punk
bastard.‘ Thai happened many times. Very funny...
cracked me up every time. The people that throw stuff at
you as they drive past Always a winner‘. But more often
that not. a few hours standing there with your magic
thumb outstretched would reap results One time I was
hitching to Leeds with my mate Mark and these two guys
picked us up. Big beefy guys. After a few miles they
pulled over in a secluded Iayby and said “hey kid, pass me
that bag under your feet‘ I did as requested, and they
pulled out two shotguns and lazily loaded them. ‘Well, this
is it’ I thought, ‘we're gonna die ht here. Th nevert rig ' er
ssh a word, and we sat there shitting our pants. They
eventually got out and walked up the embankment.
Should we run? Where too? Anywhere? Don't ask me
why, but for some reason we just sat there, terrified. until
theycamebackwith an armlulotdead pheasantsand
drove on in silence.
Another time I was hitching home to Scarborough at about
3am. It was completely pitch blackas I walked alongthe
road,and lwasprettynervous Suddenlylheardaman

shouting ‘hey you come here" and the sound of running
behind me. I panicked and ran, picking up a stick for
protection. He chased me for miles, until I stopped
outside a closed garage where the forecourt lights were
on and figured I'd get this over with. This well dressed guy
panted up behind me and said "What did you run for?‘
I stood there holding my stick out in front of me. He
introduced himself as Jimmy Corrigan (one of
Scarborough's richest business men) and said his car had
broken down. Then he whipped out a wad of cash about
three inches thick and said ‘Don't worry. I'll get us a lift.‘ He
stood under the light and waved the cash at every car that
passed. Which was about three, until one stopped.
I inwardly cheered. and walked over to get in too, when
he shouted ‘Quick man, drive” and they took oft leaving
me there in the rain. Bastards!
There was a few times that people are so glad of the
company they'll stop and buy you dinner, that was always
cool, and another time some guy even gave me a tenner ii
I promised I'd start to ‘do something with my lite’ when I
got home. I did...I bought ‘Stations Of The Crass’. Cheersl
Another time I was trying to get home through the night,
when some guy in a flash sports car pulled up. He wasnt
going to Scarborough, but didn't like to think of someone
stranded at night, so said he'd drop me off. We talked
about nothing for five minutes until I could feel my eyes
closing. The next thing I knew he was waking me up -
outside my house. I thanked him for going out oi his way.
then stumbled in and went to bed. It wasn't until the next
momlng I thought “How the fuck did he know where I
live?‘ I never told himl That was strange.
Another time I was in a car with my mate Chris, driving
along, trying to talk about football and the weather,
anything that helps you get a lift, when the guy started
screaming and banging his fists on the steering wheel.
“I just got out of hospital‘ he started shouting as the car

hands oil the wheel and grabbing me, ‘you know what I
do ii someone pissesmeotiin mycar? ldriveforthe
nearest tree and crash the bastard.’ As he slowed down
at a junction I opened the door and jumped out, Chris
behind me, and the maniac drove oft at several hundred
mph. Fucking arsehole Chris even left my bag in the back
seat. The selfish twat. I'd spent my whole giro on cool
albums, and some insane idiot drove oil with them. That
really pissed me oft. I
More often than not if the Cops passed they would pull
over just to hassle you. Tell you some robbery had been
committed in the area and you fitted the description. Just
for chuckles. Sometimes they even made me get in the
car and rove either several miles back down the road to
leaveyouina shitty place, orevendrivewayout of your
way to leave you stranded. What a hoot.
But all In aIl...I had acool time hitching. Good timesl
But you hardly ever see it anymore. Like I said...
everybody is too scared of strangers And you get
nothing for nothing these days. Fucking Ireeloaders.
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Rob Rhodes is back, along with his silly haircut, to serve us up some more vegan treats s is 1 s. . - ' . He she did, but it
cake. Vegan cheesecake I hear you say! Didn t Sam Squirrel cook it uP f°1'_“5 _""P1l5t Rh°d°s was away_ . . , th V Cheesecake, I can
was a diflicult, separating whey and curds‘ recipe. Rob s a lazy bastard so I115 BIWIS Y°u ° ea-*3’ egan
vouch for sam’s recipe, now let's try the SIob's. ..
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Mclt the marg in a pan, then add crushed biscuits, before 5

. _ . . I redients: . 'QEIIIII - tég , ll
I 200g Digestive Biscuits,

A, 50g Vegan Margarine,
* 1/2 bottle of Cow & Gate Concentrated Bab

-:4 Apple & Pear; or Apple & Blackcurrant Juice,
ltsp Vanilla Essence,
Grated rind of 2 Oranges, {__ _ _ h “mu set

careered across to the other side of the road, ‘that fucking Grated mid °1' 1 Lemon» i {iii Sh°"° m thdgc for 1 more om;-t. '
bitch...I hate herllI" I looked back at Chris, but the terror in 2508 Plain T051» (F¢°°"1i11°11d°d 115° Ca‘1|dI°i1 'n‘
his eyes only reflected mine. "lt’s OK mate‘ I ventured, ‘it'll QTSBBIP) '
all be OK.‘ I'm sure Freud would have maivelled at my 2501111 Pfovfimcl SOY3 D1'°am- _,_____,\
technique. ‘Don't piss me oil son‘ he shouted, taking his , _ cl lllt
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4 placing in a deep ti11(7-3” dial-f3I1°V° in 548° 5°" 1 h°“I'
7.l$' d h vc alung and a cu? ° tm _ _ _ . '
jg Ctr Epwrlzofii into cubes, put in a blender or ltqtudizcr, B.dd1I1gl,%|

the rest of the ingredients. _ _ 1 -
Once blended pour onto the fiozcn biscuit base.
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Crackle, Po Box 7, Otlev. I5211YB. J
Bald Cactus, 145-149 Cardigan Road, Leeds, LS6
Death Wish zines, 39 Station Rd, Thirsk, Y07 1QH.
Bugger Bugger, Po Box 357, London, SE19 1AD..
Bitter & Twisted, Po Box 298, Sheffield, S10 5XT.
Jellybrain, 4 Clarence Street, Nuneaton, CV11 5PT.
Peter Bower,Po Box 132, Leeds, LS6 2BR.
Ruptured Ambltions,0ld Forge Cottag__e,_kushford,

Lamerton,,Tavistock,_,IJevon,PL19 BRY.
Active,,BM Actlve,_London,_WC1N 3XX.
www.Interpunk.com
www.noidearecords.com
www.dr-strange.com
www.ang.ryyoungandlJoor.com
www.corruptedimage.com
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Ho one seems to \'.r:%,Bus Loonfig tI}§I'§ir picnics this year and
who can blame ' _,Ip?I fie Jsfifemed .aI§’III. dfine last year (Manchester,
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without Jello and i gotta admit "bustoo, so mebbie we ll make it for
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It was a nice sunny Sunday morning, so we went off to Wiggington Car Booty, near

-to extend the unbeaten record. Unluckily for Wiggy they are not trying hard enough. We
tried the 3 location where we’ve know the booty to be, but all we empty. There was no

-3'

Bl! RICH I’

We_,started the Car Booty reviews in 1999, but didn't do them last year cos the Booty
were shite. The choice of second hand vinyl has gone drastically down hill, people have
probably already chucked what vinyl they have left. So this season my mission was to
find a copy of F Paul Wilson’s 1986 horror novel, The Touch. I have read The Keep and

g The Tomb amongst other by Wilson and The Touch is the second in "The Nightworld 1
It-'ve 5tried ordering it from Boarders bookshop, but it is Out ofPrint Hence mission time cyc 6

York. Wiggy won the Car Booty of the Year Award for the last 3 years and were trying

flicking booty’s on in Wiggy. Pissed off, we returned to Thirsk, but the local booty was
packing up so we had some dinner and went to the

Ripon Car Booty. Good thing about this booty is it’s on a Sunday afternoon. So you can
go to a booty in the morning, and if you’re car booty crazy, you can do another in the
afternoon; or if you are a lazy bastard you can sleep in all morning then get up at
dinnertime and go tothe Ripon Car Booty! We got there and it was still sunny (quite a
surprise in Yorkshire),m there was loads of people and the booty was packed. We had
Car Booty FEVER. We parked up, paid our 50p’s and dived in. First stall had some Iron
Maiden Tapes. I thought it’d be cool to listen to some old Maiden, but the conning bitch
behind the stall wanted £3 for each. When I enquired about vinyl, she pulled out a stack
of collectibles, and she knew what they were worth. Shite 60s, 70s and 80s rock ‘n’ roll
starting at £7 and climbing, I said No Thanks and mingled with the -inbreds and freaks.

,Most peoples perception of Ripon is a smaller Harrogate, but not at the bootys. Small
Sailor’s been described as the “Deliverance of Zines", and I can tell yer, I was worried
about me bum holell Next we found a big book stall. I recognised the face behind flie
counter from past bootys. And you’ll never guess what. I found a copy of F Paul
Wilson’s, The Touch on paperback. I was in good nick too, but I wasn’t much bothered
about it’s condition. Mission accomplished at the first booty of the year!‘?! Apart fiom the
book stall there wasn’t much else. I did find some second-hand records but it was your
usual Frank Sinatra and your Fame & Grease soundtracks, etc. The best one was an T
AC/DC album from l982, but I wasn’t interested. Me girlfriend bought a glass jug, so we
could sit out and drink chilled orange juice on a sunny afternoon. One sunny day and the
whole national thinks it’s living in the Mediterranean, not bladdy North Yorkshire
 “H“$

Thirsk Car Booty in the olden days used to be a cracker, but sadly over the last couple of years it's gone dras-
tically down hill, but it’s me local (I only live across the road) so I’don’t have an excuse not to go. This week
me mother wanted to check out the plants so we took her with us (if she goes alone she starts walkmg around
in circles and can’t find her way home). The weather was hot (for the second week in a row, bladdy_hell,
what’s going on - it must be that hole in the ozonel?) therefore the booty was packed. had nearly finished
The Touch (bought it the week before), so I needed to find some more books to read (I skint and the mo
so '1 can’t afford to buy from Boarders, etc.) A few years ago (when 1 was about 12, Thirsk car had H
beauty book stall which sold loads ofhorror and sci-‘ti books at cheapo prices, but now all you get in the hor-
ror stakes (joke) are Steve King, Dean cRap Kootnz and Richard (the perv) Laymofl, °l1_'l_§1' that 1‘ 5
Catherine Cookson and Des-mondo Bagley, and on the record front it was all Sinatra and thatJ Reeiées
bloke. Hence, I went home empty handed. Me girlfriend spotted a big yoga book (she s been wanting one or
a while) and when she went back it’d gone (ha, that’ll teach her to stall over £l.$0!). Mother bought herself
a cheap china plate, which she claims was at a very reasonable price (T7?) So it wasn t all for nothing...
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Weatherby Car Booty has now moved from the Racecourse (but there s still one there at the same time, so it
hasn’t really moved) to Tockwith Airfield in the nearby village of Tockwith (between Weatherby and York)
We decided to skip the Racecourse booty (we didn t have much nine) and went straight the the airfield First
off the road (lined with tyres) has huge craters in it and reminded me of something from the apocalypse
Second the airfield was flat with no shelter from the gustmg wind, so it was bladdy cold (and there was none
of that famed Yorkshire sunshine this week) From the size of the turnout it looked as though most people
had decided to go to the other booty in town, which wasn t a bad decision on their half All the stalls were
selling unwanted shite and I was left havmg to buy Iron Maiden s Th
50p Car booty’s seem to be having a culture change l m worried

I haven’t been to a booty for the last few weeks This down to 3 main reasons they have been shite lately, I ve had too mud!

I
er OfThe Beast LP for a measly

J'!"i\\ I

to drink the night before, I watched England proguce more of the same old shit against Sweden
 M$li

Wiggington Car Booty - in a field between Haxby and V\figgy
lve been put off car booty over the last few weeks The season has been disappointing (again),
so I ve been spending my Sunday mornings down the allotment doing the weeding and the like

But this morning me girlfriend got me up cos she wanted to go to Vtfiggy car booty Vlfggy the
king of bootys, has won the Small Sailor annual car booty awards since the beginning of
mankind so off we went down the
to Wiggy and todays no different

l l 1—
Back t'booty, there was plenty of

records l found a stall with some
old punk LPs, The Clash Blondie,
The Pistols, Sham The Ruts, a
Two Tone comp and other old
stuff which l already had or defi
nitely didn't want for £5--00 I
moved on l was looking for a
Chas & Dave LP! But there was
none in all the records on view
People in Wiggy either really loved
Chas & Dave and werent giving
them up, or they really hated Chas
8- Dave and never bought their
records in the first place! Vtfiggys
got stalls galore - 8 rows in total -
with summert for everyone (I
bought 3 books today!) so if you
like your bootys get yourself
along Today the crowds are a
mixed bunch some turning up in
their convertible BMWs, and oth-
ers come in their tractorsl

MAK

PURVEYORS or PUNK ROCK
FANZINES AND neeonos

Th°cJ§"Ybraln Tuckshop has lots of cool Punk Rock delights
W5 '3 what car boo 5 7 EPs, Cassettes, Bad es, Fanzlnes an

aboullglhads of stalls in atltlzlgrgnarli (we also trade bands ma label’ 9°‘ '“ t°“g"T°re
sunny Sunday morning and We a|l§,§"‘1'f§eba|d§e|‘(P'"$i b"“°"$ " )f0I' Your
there’s no market like stalls selling We can algo markg Y:>U€lll'll§lbgBad2]%.$vl’tll1:li:til’1:IflgE for
new goods Maybe theres life for CDs 7”s or zines
the booty afteralll lMnning once

ual Small Sailor
F full H I’ for '3 5 ° floodies available through the Jellybraln Tuckshop send ii SAE to.. again, of the ann

car booty awards SELLYBRAIN 4 CLARENCE ST NUNEATON WARKS. CV11 5PT UK
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| had 3 P399 $P3I‘B when I got Adam's half of the n thzi e |-i the ' "
his visit to the smokers mecca, aka Amsterdaml I immzalilgtely stggsrieiingegldcigggbecammsghl incl Fiiiioed a Pelee about

come u ithIdea fvr filling up my blank page Ive been to Am t rd 4 I P W 3"
insight into my favour spots So come on get reaiiiri am ‘me now’ the last In July so I thought Id gwe you 3

=- Fliiilllfslli‘ sit

rom where you re base or in any oiiier way

Firstoff ifyouarethinkingofgoingtoAmsterdamyouhavetogoforatie-ast3or4days 3I1ylIl"lii'lQl8$S3fidIl‘)U$l'
goes tcoquickiy andmakesureyougoby plane Theveryfirsttimewewent byferryfrom Newcastle Thetripwas

.. 1.. still memorable because ‘I6 Thirsk punkers went along and there was people drunkardly falling down the steps, and
Kev playirigthe spoons in the ships kitchen at two in the rnoming whilst going through the fndges looking for some
free supperll in the end he was left with the option of remaining in his room or spending the rest of the night in the
ships jail cells! The ferry joumey takes 15 hours, compared with a 1 hour 10 minutes plane flight from
LeedsIBradford Get a flight at 10 30 check into your hotel
favounte coffee shop b
M‘ “llas
Be=ioreyougoit'sbesttobookyourhotelinadvance thenyoudontwasteanytimewiienyougeitlieir Viielikete
stayat the Hoteitfijaya, Ofl0Ud8ZI]dSVOOl’bl.II’QW3lC3I‘l31, 5minuteswalkfromCentraaI Station, andlessthana
minus from the nearest coffee shop! www hoteivuayacom

ya iii-r l‘ *4‘ lb
ii ii iki

So hat d Iw o recommend you do first? Well, on all 4 visits to Hollands capital I have made the Greenhouse Effect
m f t t A allmyairs s sm coffee shop situated on Wamioesstraat between the Damrak and the 0Ud6Zi_|d8 Voorburgwal

Y. YOU 9 91-i6$86d why the Vijaya is our choice hot I The G nho
ommended to large groups - like 16 Thirskers) it's (hill of atizfisphzfz ljiilhirdirfieimsillcceoflggf ':l:el:t(l(lt?3ti rt?

' e
Glee‘ '| muse spew‘) Hemke" la__"9°' 3"'l°°ll'll°$ ll°l' "OH-vegans) space cake aridcookies (ditto) meg tea
gel the plctural oaviest rec 4 1' " 1 W1 i i
' ‘J {TU IW r"aw ‘"r'I""s

arch 2000. Me, Potter & Shnmp had got it into our

our lives. Me & Potter had been wrestling fans for
s, and although Shrimp never really liked it, the ~

y230ll

course you can aiway go to the V
that sort of thing tickles yer fancyl

i The
ds we could wrestle. I don't know exactly how
ch or what we had been drinking, but it was enough
us to make a decision that would change the course

of throwing us two into barbed wire had probably  

ptain Karl Kommisar""*‘ (wrestling for white pride), ,
were obviously the bad guys, so Potter became

onkey'"*" because, well, thats what he is. So we
rank the booze, and did a few promo/interview type
in s (complete with over the top managers and laden ' -

cliches) which were kinda cheesy and fun to do, ..g 0 | - .

our costumes on, collected some barbed wire i had I
ft from a Homebrew gig, a steel chair and one of me i
ums metal trays and we headed down the park, with

Lau to film itfand Tommo wearinga balaclava ref-R i ll ,,
is-ui.i=i-I fin " ~"

While we are on the topic of coffee shops I also recommend the Dutch Flower on the Singel near the floating Flower
Beaut ood bong! it s also on the way from the hotel to the IndependentMarket iful views while you enjoy a g

hence a stopping int I I to that later

The Fre I nd ate a is so a good place to spend a few hours, along with being nght near the hotel, it has a nice selec-
tion of Weed and H pool tabiel We also liked one of the Bulldog coffee shops but only onel Most |"i focam" E h we ave und“mg: ‘°""‘"°"°°*'°'e°= b“l“*l9"Wa*ll"QforthePioneersgige(60Tsska)atDeMelkweg,wefounda
B‘-‘ud°9 °$Pl@ll‘l Square, tram 9 from Centraal Station. The Leidespieiri Bulldog oozes character because it's

sit and smoke in the

I

situated IdL in an 0 jail house g‘o:i°uctasn cellsl) and because its 40 minutes walk from the Red
ight District there s no Engl

W85 0116!!’ l10l
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So what else is there to do in Amsterdam? Wei

llflia0
Well start off with the food If youve been toAmsterdam youll have had a falafel (Mmmell)
yougoforameaIIoDe Bolhoed, situatedonthefamousPnnserigratchcanal(nuriiber60-62), intheJordaanDistrict
(opposite side of the Damrak to the Red Lights) De Bolhoed is an organic veggie health food resturant, and always
does a set, vegan 3-course meal but it s expensive The set meal along with a few dnnl-is each set me and the girl
fnend back £20 eachil On my first visit to De Boihoed it was full so we went for a drink at a nearby pub until some
folks had finished their desserts About 4 hours later when we were half way back to the Greenhouse Effect, we
realised we d left my rucksack in the bladdy pub! Another excellent place for veggies to eat is the Green Planet on

tasty Tofu burger and not the predictable

of may ating vegan food and buying
records l“""" "Etorei I “

Spui-straat. We went for lunch and I ha
ledegg-like Tofu bur

this was a
ger Beautifulil —

ereeing the even‘We tried out a coupla moves at first,
then decided to jump straight into it. What followed was
15 or so minutes of sloppy wrestling, with the occa-
sional great or sick looking move. It was dangerous,
it hurt, and we all came out with scars, lumps and
bumps. Still, it was fun. And we wanted to do it again.
After playing the video to a few friends and them piss-
ing themselves over it, we decided to do another one,
this time we dabbled with a tag-team match. More
people were involved too, Dan joined in the wrestling, ,
and Dr Lau was joined by Tommy Smiles for commen

best moments The en
M

Back to the records, firstly most tourists, inless you are straightedige (but those folk wilt have stop reading by newt),
Heineken Expeiienceffree boozeintheoidbreweiy), andthebigge-st seleetionofpurik vinyi Ihaveever

seen isjust down the street. Vibll Vijzelgracht to be more precise. The independent Outlet (recently interviewed in
Fracture magazine) is half skate shop aridhelf recordshop, butinost importantly there are tonnes aridtomes of I
punk vinylit I normal save up before I go so lean spend around £70-80. Especially recommended to the hardcore
kids. And, as I mentioned before, the Dutch Flower (my second favourite coffee shop) is on the way back to the
hotel. So what better place to chili out and check out your newly bought records whilst having a cool beer and a few

WI"_isteIsecan i add? Beware ofthe cyclist(beIieve metheyareeveryvvhereandtl'iey’llliterallypushyouout0fth0ir
wayl), anddorrt get onthewrong end of e packed tram. Wedid, in a rather bad state, mdmtrm_ m of
until ‘you four boys‘ had made their way to the front. it took us about 20 minutes and the locals were 3 ' I Also
beware of the outside urinals (Yes, they have outside urinaisl), before you sit out in the sunshine to have a beerl Of

an Gogh museum, Anne Franks house, the clog factories or a windmill instead if

all wrong too, with both teams winning and it having to
tum into an elimination bout. tricky and Monkey turned

n him over. We hastily made up some characters,
hrimp was ‘Dairy Lee’“l (a paedophile), and l was

tary. Before hand we had the very first (and no doubt
last) TUPW training camp, with us all “practising”
moves on each other, and most of its on video too,
which makes for real funny viewing, my running drop-
kick that barely hits Shrimp above his crown jewels,
and plenty of other sloppy as hell moves. Didn't really
do much in the way of promos or out for this one, Just
got pretty much straight into it. Shrimp played the part
of Kriss Kross Kommisar (Kapt. Karls brother) and
he tagged up with Dynamite Dan. Potter was still the
MONKEY. and his lag Pallnel W35 Tl'l°l<Y (Played bl! well, except l would've like to have seen more of
myself, duh), and I think the ref was Aidy K. Anyway, a
pretty dire match followed, even by TUPW standards,
a coupla good moments, a dangerous suplex that
nearly broke my neck and Monkeys tomado DDT-type
thi were ably the . d went

story
7 -i _i7Ll_ 7

on each other too, which would mark the beginning of
a feud for the ages. We started having a few more
fights, bringing in more weapons (step ladders, and
even the kitchen sink) and more characters. A crowd

starting to build up too as the word got around,
even the police had turned up one night to see what
the fuss was about (what they saw was Monkey anni-
hilating a semi-conscious Terry (Wrist with every
weapon available, whilst swearing very loudly, they left
after Monkey scored the pin). We had numerous fights
that year, most of them being Monkey vs Tricky, with
the belt going back and forth, and a few funny twists to
the story. at one point tricky killed the Monkey with a
light saber in an angel, and it spawned the ‘Monkey
Tribute'T'“ video, which had clips of some of his great-
est moments in matches to date, dubbed to the sound-
track of that great ‘Nobody Does It Better‘. Still gives
me goose bumps, that and his funeral (dubbed to the
Top Gun theme), where Tricky turns up and urinates on
the grave. There was more bizarre, sick and generally
humorous moments, a rubber chicken winning the belt,
Tricky been beaten till he was sick, Monkey bleeding
more each match, more barbed wire, thumbtacks and
a dive through an ironing board. By October nights
were getting darker and we were getting lazier. in the
final match of the year, Tricky challenged Monkey to an
I Quit match. This was probably the best match, except
the bad lighting meant you couldn't see much and the
camera kept going out of focus cuz it was knackered,
and only Tommy Smiles -did commentary so that
weren't as good. But amongst the comedy of us both
trying to make each other quit ‘You're nuthin but a car-
rot!’ & ‘You Jumbo jumbo jerkl’?, coupled with more
thumbtacks and weapons than usual, and some pretty
fucking good moves shine out. Yeah ya do._ Monkey
won the match, by applying the sharpshooter leglock
while Tricky was face down in the tacks. We had to
rush cuz the battery was dying, but the ending went

Monkey celebrating afterwards. Then it died. For two
long years we kept saying we'd do it, and we never did.
Finally enough was enough, and it had to be done. In
2002 TUPW was started in. How long before it dies
again’? --fiAaron Beat Up
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Here s an interview with Kafren from London's Household Name Records who's put out stuff by
bands such as Imbalance. Capdown, Lightyear and 5 Knuckle, just to name a few

1- FiT$1|Y.who does HHN records? _ e ‘ H ""'
‘IR “i

Lil. and Kafren. with the recent addition of Al

2. How long have you been doing the label? ' A ~ fly
. ' ..:%.'.;'.,.__ ,__,_,,,,,,.' .,.., ... " _ - _.....j'_'_', .. _. .i: .i.;». ' . -..

' Lil and I have been doing the label for about 6 years now. We had started out by putting on gigs in London, which
-. is how we came upon the bands for our first release. Our first release "was a compilation of the bands that we

'§"!$
had put on, aiming to get more people to hear about them. At that stage we didn't really have any plans to put
out anything more than the one compilation

.e‘_'-"-.-5.
t

3. Fave CDlrecord you ve put out? (why?)

I don't have a fave really. i‘m pretty sure Lil_doe.sn't either! We love everything we put out, thats why we put it
ou

4 How come you only release your full lengther on CD format?
9

Weve released stuff on vinyl in the past, and basically every time we do a vinyl release we lose money
‘t eve onPersonally we love vinyl, but it seems that most kids don't have record players any more. You can

as part of a stereo any more unless you buy all the bits se arately!

Do

P

5 You prefer CD to vinyl?
Generally l buy CDs over vinyl unless its som§h'ihifi e a collect
artwork. its easier as then I can play it anywhere. ~ ‘

6 What new releases have HHN got,.planned for y’02?
. .- ., I ...H‘_. _,-

Well, we have just released several new things. Antimaniax, from Austria are excellent political ska mixed with
punk rock and hardcore influences. Kenisia, who are from Bristol, who are more like ska core bands like less
man ]3|<6.d8l:1l write great songs. The new ‘Five Knuckle album will be out soon, and they've really developed

elf_80lIfl . e a um reminds me of stuff like early Minor Threatl We're also planning on putting out an album
by _Big D And The Kids Table from Boston USA, The Take from Cardiff. Captain Everything, a split with Fig 4.0,
Thinktank from Aust_ral_ia. Adequate 7 and there are a few more in tile pipeline that we are working on

:*
7. What records/CDs are you having problems keeping off the tumtabl-ex‘-JPD player at home?

.. -_ yr; 1Q - .-I-Iii.

Olh th_ HHNtff - - - A.‘Antitifrrlagfigravis gut: ail :1: fgid0dl'I1§;l;1lafl‘1 listening to Stnke Anywhere, Less Than Jake, Trial By Fire, Dis
nun

count,

ors item, picture disk, or spectacular

B; ls it HHN and Capdown's first venture to the Far East?“ Didn't you iancy organising it for a riioiith earlier so
_ F“. — - —4- - Q‘you could go and see the footie? ' u M

. -_.‘ __ .....-._.. _ __ ___ ‘IE . 2 #,'*H'.|.;~;_'! Pi-"_" "- - '

L-.'£.
;p§i-- -‘T QHZKI _,___ ', - - - _ __ ii. ......-..L .._ . - - .

Yes this is the first time the label or one of the bands on it have been to the Far East... not counting people like
Link80 l guess, who've been there before. About the footie - are you kidding??? it would have been good to see
the World Cup but there would have been about 3 people to see the band... if its anything like trying to put on a,_,_ ___“, .. - .
gig___in lond_on__ on thesame _d_ay as the footire anyway! . ‘ . iv;H _ -

l *‘~-‘Q uh

them a few times on the to
touch. Akira is a great uy!

if ,li1"Q.
l

Mainly on a verbal basis. We aren't big on law'y
selves and some of the bands we work with

'*""'f1'IIi ll
How do you sell your
.v- '¥‘l"""'i'P‘I 1"‘

We do getmailorder orders from both Japan and the US
labels I -.  s '~   .._. __ __ u _ H _ .

" ‘ --. ' -.. 1. . . ..- . '- .' - ..»

13. iry""“5‘Ti'5aJe ‘yourselves the evening off an
re 01)., what would you prefer to do _

Or read a book or go catch a movie so
punk/he that we haven't seen for a while7;%mm%§#Hfi$EEl§!WWH

household Name Records, 0 B
ldnamerecords.co

, .-'*'-T-P---"1-.---=-~—~-.--i~'- -- ’

www . hous eho

vote for the lesser of two evils?

VEGAN LAMP

F6 an GD

ri

0 uh
-. . . - ;_ _ . _.- - ~. _ __ -5 ii ..-._ i.
..'"‘*.i".i’=.-."*Z*;i2I:*'*i‘i.'?i~'r af-is ;T‘rll-'-'5‘?-E » 1" 'i'. _ _ ..  

H

1

"8

g _ .

\I 10. What are you looking forward to the most?
1? IW1 tin

Probably the total culture shock. l really don't know what to expect§‘_..._..----  we'ea~-~»=i=»-E5 fof nflfllfiular YBCOT ?

D
11 "sign" bands to the label or do you just work on a verbal basi19-1‘W141."!W211 _‘ _

Q ers and contracts, but have some aflrigements emee" °"'

' £ =-
Y liable in I1

d9

G
s in the US and Japan. or are the)! °"|

'“' A“ -1 d had no gigs, no CDs to sen
for the evening?

2

Vegan Camp is 2 weeks in August and anyone can attend as long as they are vegan whilst 6)! Y- _
camp is run by volenteers and is non-profit making. For further details see: www.vegancamp.0rg 01' WYITF
to‘ Vegan Camp, c/o 245 Gladstone St, Nottingham, NG7 61-IX. Tel: 0845 3
email: info@vegancamp.org Alternatively check out: www.veggies.org.uk

from it all but it will be pretty_ex itin‘gl‘E *iZHd'

fit '..E . r_ in 5 In __,. .._,‘_.3. _ _ 1"
_ HOW dllthe cOe__ I’ 5 _.f 3:1 _ A I"-I 1-la ' g ~"‘- ' ‘

"7 . V Caser Soae Caeser Soze are a great band an we've seen Hit was organised on the Japanese side by Akira from - y k t ‘n
urs they've done over he d th they P133"-id °"|' °|'"'l$"'"a5 P3717 BM We °P .

I
i

q~p._

C

l 8 UK?12 Cd .

They are mainly available in the UK. though as we do the rnailorder they are in theory available from anyw ere- . Otherwise, its mainly been through with other

d out etc (the label stuff w'5'§ all taken _|_
~* I

I

ll j_ ii‘ . . ti‘ f‘ i‘ - ' ' ' heyeartotryandcon--k b Id ebsites, and other than that Ive basically given up other hobbies fort g _
‘ Wm U‘ mg W f I eet u with mates, go to the pub, that sort of _thingl And sleepl W. 0 I ' ‘vicentrate on the label. We go to a LOT 0 g 95. "1 P _ _‘ mewhere, or go out dnnki g to catch

P

ere" $...1Dl2.lI
: ,-*_. '1'

,q
London, sw9'6Fn..

with fnends t

.111I! "--,

tfiiiinuiillnun iitair Wesident.
why uote for a lesser euil? "

Vote for the great Cthulhu, to return from his slumber in the sunken city of
R’lyeh to take over the US government and make this planeta whole hell of
a lot better. Or he could just destroy the planet and drive everyone insane, r
kill us all, or something really nasty! Remember, Cthulhu for President, why

th sta T116
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Headwound“1 (A5 36pgs 50p or tradel
I mentioned earlier in the reviews that COAS and CBFQP
Cult have become no more this is why Good ints with
Eastfield Active Slaughter Ciderfex, Rich Lard (Dogshit
Sandwich) and Anarchy Spanky Along with the usual
rants and humour you expect from the them both includ
ing Nazi webshites, Socialist Working Party Booze puz
zles (they lflte their boozel), and Political Correct
(Same address as Cactus)=

H9" 3- D3IT"1flfi°""'1° (A5 32P9$ 49Pl Positive Creed"'2 (A5 32pgs 60p inc p+p)

10 (A5 24pgs, 50p)
Personal zine in the fonn of cartoons and rants, with no
interviews or music reviews Morgenmuffel is an excellent
zine with bags of character and plarrty to read This
has a collection of hot ing reviews done (whilst
ing as a Catering Assistantl Sept 11th, Life in a
Co-operative, Anarchy Her Room, a tour diary (in cartoon
form naturallyl) and much more. lsy, PO Box 74

., _ -, Q ____i".g "' ‘. Ii . _ rs -. B: _.:. ._,._~ “I
I _ D .5 . 1 Y i 1,, , ._.

revéew to the editona

by Risii
*4

iew

I __
All reviews

Artcore"17 (A4 32pgs £1)__
Yet another issue of Artcore fanzine This ish is a New 1 g ( the
England hardcore special and features 3 impressive New has new th H D rev
Eri9land bands - Out Cold Tear lt UP and Last in Line. pnsmers ::tv:b“£oks;v§£ad;sg1°e(g':°e?€e17h° pr°"'d°

i Along with these Welly ll"llGl'VlBWS Rhythm CO||lSl0l‘l This ._. Y5 (°‘"='-"Y°"e~'*
Way Up and Vision On zine l particularly liked Wellys
response to Rhythm Collision ]USllfyll'lg the US actions on

Q.- Cat On A Stnng‘6 (A5 24pgs, 50p)
The last issue of Cat On A Strin see later in

Bnghton BN1 4ZQ3°°“'$h Put“) and lliingy (ex-CiderfexIChineapple Punx -"-"'
Plus Punktured heroin, prisons and some music and

More of the usual Cut 5 P3819. |'\3Td°°TBi lTi9Yhem "Pm Second ish from Rob Stone has ints with Zero Tolerance
Colin Damnation I've never heard of most of the bands he (exce||em Hadmey on _ sadiy they've spm), penny

reviews Like Cargo Cult though ll'S a tad thin and would
benefitted more as a split zine (same addre s Cantu
W

Codeye*10 (A5 32pgs 50p)
Cut 8. paste mayhem from Rob Codeye This time round

terronsm (what a fuckin pillockll) if you are familiar with
Artcore you'll have come across Vaulage - tniellys homage
to 60s punk This time it's the tum of Steven Blush Accused

IA, use
interviews, but it's interesting so it doesn't matter This ish R"-“baud (dmmmer Wm-1 ¢RA$3)' pop Vanda“; (Cardiff)

R ti (both hard ) Solitathoro’$ Wmelflofl Kolflflflai 3 Us OPTB Barse Tr’ (Co Durham - saw ‘em at the Leeds PunxW
Neglect (US thrashcore) and Fight Back (Croatian anar-finitive compilations good Picnic, they were shite!) MDM (scousers), and Suspect

Device zine (Southampton) Plus Flux of Pink Indians ret-
rospective(?) and some bladdy poetry by (the curse of)
Dan Buck Monica Rodriguez, and Rob himself, -(anyone
who's thinking of sending me poems, DON'T. instead
send ‘em to Robl) 17a Charnley Avenue, St Thomas,

has interviews with Snap l-ler the Punk Pirates Peter 8i
Test Tube Babies aid Rod Letter Day Plus football (Robs
nostaligic old fool") SLF the Damned Vice Squad

gig reviews, and a bit on the Angelic Upstarts
FEE‘?

Concrete Fingers‘1 (A5 60pgs, £1)
First ish of a newYorkshire zine from the suburbs of
Torn has ints with some great UK bands including the
impressive Fig 4 Whizzwood Stnke Anywhere
Destructos Kenisia and The Pattem There's loads of
reviews and comments which give the zine loads of
ter lus ints with US tattooist Nate Drew and tattoo
Vince Ray along with a lengthy article on tattooing in

Devo Toxic Reasons and Radio Birdman Pl
de An

II. cho thrash) Plus a look back at Hateapu-Levy (records
and distro), cartoon strips and masses of reviews. Colin,

Doncasterg,_D_N7 5DP
t

8I i_..,.. _
Ay Up Cocker *2 (A5 40pgs, 50p)
The second issue of Redcar s Ay Up Cocker brings you
interviews with Mike Park (Asian Man) Vanilla Pod Digger
Turtlehead and Student Rick (Victory Rec) Plus poems,

si Superman, The Chinkees discography classic albums --
, Ziggy Stardust (?) and Jeffrey Dahmer Ay Up Cocker 7
"ii Westfield Ave, Redcar Clevelan

25min G1 
Bald Caetus*19 (A5 28pgs 60p)
More doses of the Cactus humour mixed in with his usual
assortment of political rants One band interviewed this time
- the J"99|l"9 J‘-'9'-1|aT$(m°|°\'1l° Punk "Om Flfllafidl and 3 society From first reading the zine you can see what

i

22 Bums
Hell 8- Damnation"'11 (A5 32pgs, 40p)%
Issue 11 of H&D bnngs us more crusty hardcore in the
guise of Schifosi (Oz) Siviilimurha (Finland) Vaning 5
(Political punk) and Confusions (Italian HC punk) Plus the
CIA, Racism on the Web Romanian Scene Report poli-

nd mass of reviewsit-rs t ilflllli -_“‘ll“
ln Darkness, 'l1'iere is No Choice"! (A5 Spgs free wl SAE
A good interview with No Choice some art by Jess Spice
and a load of zine and record reviews it's a shame its

Exeter Devon EX4 1RD W5!

Positive Creed 3 A5 32 s 80p inc p+p)t P9
Rob has ‘em coming out fast Here we have Out Cold (US
HCIpunk) WellylFour Letter Word, New Model Army (?!),
LOVGj|Ul"ik Blackfish Rec, Red Letter Day and Sad Society.
Plus punk artist Jess Spice (see elsewhere in Small

d TS10 ‘IHF

I
.l-P

debate and smash the BNPl Another read7-page int with Sned (Flat EartISawn Off) Guest wnters
Trev HAGL and Sean Forbes (Sean s top Top 10 Shrts had
me laughingll [Curry Sauce Literally is was liquid it was
really pissing out of my arse ]) homage to 120 RATS
Jimmy Saville (a regular in Thirsk and fnend of sortie top
local inbredsll) Bradford race riots and more Andy
Cactu 145-149 Cmdigan Rd Leeds, LS6 1LJ

Barbies Dead‘5 (A4 18pgs, 50p) .._
lt s the first time I've come across this zine - very much Cut
8i Paste with absolutely no emphasis on lay-out, taking
nothing away from the character Interviews with Left For
Dead Apocalypse Babys and the Red Eyes Plus UK Subs
LP reviews, War Against Tenor (the clued-up) Noam

it Chomsky Repo Man, Top 20 a Sides, Lee eowysi (KKK)
and more mischief from dam Sarf Alex Woodhouse The

Cornwall PL16 98W

Tom likes there s also some good pics its iust a
they've suffered with the pnnting Great first ish and

be more Tom 4 St Andrews Close,
5 9UP concretefirigers@hotmail com

°°="°iriI1a Anosis*4 (A4 42 pgs £2 50)Well. how was Dennis Dread going to top the excellent
Sad'Yi he wast". because much of the horror has

re med Wm‘ Qrind metal and weird stones on Grand Cebrm
slam" and Pl'e—Chnstian Scandanavral There's still the
fling horror art, this time by Dennis and Jake Kamage
Mm Uranus) alvrlg with interviews by Cutthroai lThe 3°‘! Bleeds B|a°kl7) and more Destroying isBox 40667 Portland OR 97240-0667 USA

4 Minute Waming 4 (A4 30 pgs, £1 20)
The latest ish from Mitch sees MDM Apocalypse Baby],
Foreign Legion, Red Eyes, Retch Records and Ps o FlWh Illvideos all interviewed An Age of Chaos Czech Republn

changed fonnats Ian Thomas, 4 Cumber Drive, Wilmslow
Cheshire SK9 6DZ
I

Initonit"14 (A5 24pgs, 50p)
An excellent read from Paul
views with some of our local faves - Freaks Union and
Homebrew Plus SID Records and 17 Stitches Along with
Cider reviews Napalm Death George Bush (wanker)
Medil lndustry=Profit (seems like aioke but not wit e
mention of cloninglll) Punk Beastsl and more Another
good DIY zine with loads of character Paul The Flat 56A
Upgrade, Louth Lincs LN11 9JN

1 it
Jellybraii'i*10 (A5 3=6pgs 50p)
Jellybrain is anything but PC but do we care? Certainly
not, cos Jellybrain is the funniest zine around at the
moment This ish Lord Raggrty has ints with the Peawees
(Italy) Mighty Gordinis (Belgium) and Mikabornb (Japan)
But it's not the interviews that win it it's Paul wnting This
time the funny bits include Maths tests, Brown Eye

[OUT dial‘)! afld 3 &XClUSlV6 QIQ FEVIBW fB3lUl'tI'lQ ll"lB DEW lllfll F|_|¢k||-|g |d|gt3 (gspegiafly (ha 0|-ye about the man mendmg
up from the Bus Station Loonies, plus Conflict, HITS, and ms mgtgrgyclgll) drawings, puzzleg and so mum more

S3llOF) (dodgy) Dan Buck. My First Gig..., an iiitsmst
QC .
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Barbies Dead‘6 (A4 32pgs, 50p)
Alex is cranking them out at the mo and has ints with the
excellent Oi Polloi Active Minds Red Letter Day, Foreign
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an mounds I 21 1: century
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will lat: alt Steal 1:0 I Glillluiio
lunatic
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lupcrnuni: 21 long coup 1-... P ., the
ii-out OI l fill bn.ulu- Cnpiilouniltuhhorn
Jii.I.1-ntu'n,hnu,'l'opcata, {ft Fingers,
Victor l.1oo,I1.l liuln l.l.n,Idnnt1'l:yl1,
Ikinnlirb-oliflllngu 'l‘:Iu,llu1:\:1y Ii loads
more

also available on jamdown -|-99'0" 91154" F"'\9°T$ P"-I5 W355 °f C-"W19 am 9 Pasting the Damned FMW Mitch 31 Fir Grove, Mario BTUBBOIII ILLBTLIS NYC SKA SIINSATIOII
(feat iliclbers Iron Bosstoneil Rancid 51l<:lter|,1'onturl,lt:tiig Djnigolwith Kirk to Sootty Distro and tapes Middlesbrough FC (the Blackpool FY1 6P,| imagine the Weekly World News with the humour of Wat

elly TOPCAT5 lillt Doll!!! PARADISE lluplr.-b trliilmkli trial London}
omy good mm about the Bow '8 they hold a car mmy Tyler airs Vic& Bob Highly recomgi\e:i:l%dp._:_

Street Nuneaton, Warks IDEIITITIII A Ioitti or llillltliillilti (fabulous teiulc fronted all punk)under the stands on a Sunday moming) UK SUBS albums
-FloodofLies) MarkBarnsley a-idmuch

Gadgle'14(A5 26pgs, 50p)
Here Marv interviews Jamie P

I -1.1
Monkeys in the Sun*1 (A5 sspgs, £1)guest writersreviews (ish 6

more m yhem
T53 5"-M3 3 C1-U5 51“ 95 that Toutcrnflrincs lustor,8iut.a1ttu',n1iii stills ltn
Inteniiifind Dr Ring Ding + loads no cl

B11! 8lUi.t.Ii B11! tIliIIVBlt.5At. (9th ltudio album from one ii! USA‘: finest) ’

I'M‘ illiinmii llltlitlmuttt Tttliti PLAN I l rim Levin Criminals go sin")

Mike Dogshit (Brezhnev) and Paul Raggity (Jellybrain
zine) along with the usual ramblings on the state of the
cinema zombies, Sept 11th a funny Emily Heske io
and Dan Buck (?) + more Marv, PO Box 93
Lines PE21

This is like a diary of what Little Em got u the sum
mer of 2001 This done in Ems own style oozes humour

plenty of character She also had e good time includ
visiting Amsterdam loads of gigs in the US and a Out

Spite weekend. alone with loads of rants and reviews
E-Mail little_emwatson@hotmail com MI
l

FARZIFE REVIEWS
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Cargo Cult‘4 (A5 24pgs 50p)
ThelatestfromChippiehasintswiththeanalbeai'dhiinself -
Paul Cistem, Brummie punkers Rotunda and Re-Pressed
(Anarchist book) distro from Leeds, lnbetween there s
the usual politiml onentated rants including the Loonies play
ingMorecambe(orBlackpoolorwhereverthefiJckitisthis

"W more

at yer SAE folks!ill
check out Death Wish zine dliitro (free list with I

Om DW Zines, 39 Station Road Thirsk, YO71QH
| if8mallsar|or@m0|h

Don't to
year - like we cae) cures
(same address as Cactus)

out on 18 september iapans finest ever skacore band -

rude bones 6 rude radio, show
(Will Uililfllflii WW ziiii iiiaiisii iiii iiiiiiiiiurii.niiiiis.iiii14 riiii:
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rd?-0y gigs t s it ike touring with the fat, tea drinking straightedgers?ou do G mu at the Swellbell Wha I M
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Its a great lcugh, we always have an excellent time and personally I never have anything to moan aboutl
Although they might tell you otherwiselll I have met some good people on the road with the Swells its
reasuring to know that there is still a caring scene out there I Just wish more people would support the sm
touring bands The Swellbellys are a great f*ckin band I knew it the first time I seen them play live which
in November 2000 I asked them to do a record for the label the second time I saw them and I Jumped at
chance to go out and about with them Dont let the fact that two of them are straight edge put anybody of
them it Just means they got a bit more of whats needed to be better than some I am not a big straight

/
\\ 4 )/Qedge fan at all and I hate all the terms Punk has turned into but these guys to me are Just full on Punk Rock

_:_:_ J have seen quite a few bands over the years blow it live on stage with too much beer taking its toll on them
Just think you amt never gonna see that with these bums as none of them do drink or drugs before they pl /

or .0 ii I

at
live I like a few beers and have them when I in out with them but they dont put me down or preach to me a

‘7-'3 anyone about it ,.3:j."L,‘ ': ~‘ * /-
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cant remember the last day I worked hard but all this typing is worklng me up a swedtl I am a very fussy
boring eater so I would have to say good old Fish di Chips, nothing beats them for me I was in San Francis
last year and found a wee place called the Edinburgh Castle bar they did the best fish supper I have ever
so I was in there as much as possible I have even been on Catalina Island off long Beach Ca and was in pi.
heaven when I found a_place there that did a cracking Fish di Chips and as a bonus I also found some Scott

bread WOWlll Heaven, I was in Heave ‘ ‘
OM_1 -LQLIJQUM-I9‘-11-“ ‘ "F --- - '

Where do u have most success sellin r records? Do ou sell wholesale or do you rely on the 10
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The website helps us to sell a lot of our records its been a great help I also take amigisorsfwo of 7'
gigs I go to and do reasonably well with selling them We don t tend to sell many wholesale as we wou

record so its quite easy to make a dent in them . _.,~ -"
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Where s the furthest place you have had a record ordered from (and what did they order)? We have had

LP? just through flyers in the maill) * 0'1» 1'5; -0 1.ids 0%‘ "- --" .'~‘ ’I ii ‘a Q' .0 “.‘.\ *9‘ ‘abs 5.; 0is iv" ‘Q in

. onieone o er a single zine from Malaysia! and tha
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Jo an Switzerland a Belgium taking records from us Some may Just want one or two records but occasionally we
aqilei someone wanting our whole 5 releases which is a great buzz Its always good to see that some regular peop
9' P‘. am b I one of each of eve th l ""' “"“""' ""'"' """""pm I Us neMe"‘>_'_flflg PW mu"? WW q wry“ _i we put out so welnust be doin somethi d

target a label with sti.iff that we are into and do small trades Keeping in mind we only do 500 copie
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. “..—“_.1’.-‘._'*"—..;"..L ___ _ .. .. ._. ._.-. -ll lnq JO} I‘1 How long have you been doing the record label and what made you decide to start it in the first place? 4 Me and chm (PETER QOWER REC) say we are me Jas», vT,Y| onb, record |ab¢| m fin UK punk |-0;}; pm“ ‘um 5,
asWK Cnderground So far

First of all there is two of us doing the label my freind Iain and myself Jim Our first Intimidation release
came out in Eebiuary 2001 it was from a band called Patrol Patrol were from Leven in Fife and were our local
punk band they used to put on gigs throughout the 80 s which gave a lot of us the chance up here to see some
great bands locally such as Oi Polloi Actives Alternative Varukers A O A Instigators to name a

' few They formed near the end of the 70 s and had a few tracks released on the No Future di Rot Records
compilation lps of the early 80 s The band never had their own record release so we approached them and got
some original unreleasesd studio demo recordings from them which were originally recorded between 1981 di
1983 I always wanted to have my own Patrol record as they were the very first Punk Band I ever saw (when I Ham

 was on 11 I am 34 now) So the label started really Just to put something out by this band we never thought
' that we would still be putting out records out a year laterl I l W “ ' '
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contemplate Cds?
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ed 7"ers Do you plan to bring out some long players and would you zioiug uvurs
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We are not intersted in CDs at all I have a few but I much prefer to have it on vinyl Bands who do CD only
1' 1'0 hareleases are cunts! Anyone can make a cd these days you can even make them in Y°"" °""' l"°'“° P" ‘e ‘P “

vinyl release is something very special Punk rock should always be available on vinyl so buy a turntab you
F*cks and support our labels‘ We have no plans to ever do a cd release and we will always be trying to gel’ MW

t kerecords out I wish someone would tell rne why cds have to cost so much \iil1:l'_\_ll:E)_!f?5Ii° llfile 0 "W
W \ "5’ aaso 005 ass oiuosaivie s I uno JOM e

§kw'\&~ j = --- ~- A --mi-i fiflfis iiliigi niio oollnuyan 3-nllEJ31d0:l)€)p3nl1l:lvOq)ll'||0J
5 You are a vinyl collector, like myself, why do you prefer vinyl over CDs?l'*-M P0051010! E 81? will 5'-ILD

I grew up buying vinyl from the early age of 10 my older brother got me into 70 s punk at that time and even
now I still love collecting punk rock records old stuff and new I still remember the first record I bought it
was by the Police I cant Stand Losing You on blue wax back when it came out (I know not very Punk but back
then everyone had something by them honestl) I sold it a week later and bought the Dickies Paranoid on
clear wax so from an early age I have been a vinyl Junkiel Even at school I didn t have much money but it was
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all saved to buy at least one 7" at the weekend, what records I didn t like I swa d with mates
oniiisod
pus so
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ppe So by the
time CD s came on the scene I already had 100 s of records and there was no way I was going to ditch all that
in favour of some new format Iains house was burgled a few months back and guess what they took his 200
Punk rock cds (which were cd releases only) as well as other stuff so bewarel I would have liked to have seen
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iuovsoo I have about 2000 Punk lps and around the some amount of Punk 7‘ s I think Its been well over ten years since
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So For we have released five 7" records all limited to 500 copies each Please
see them live if t the ch "' ' *
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lhlise” I last counted them and it would take too long to do right now Its all Punk rock from 1976 till last week 70 siui iiur‘MS lq Punk UK82 Punk di Oil along with a shitload of US Hardcore I have loads of favourites from every era in Punks in
iiissiq .-iii fine history, but as well as the Pistols Clash Damned etc here are 10 records for me that would be hard to live ls
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We have at least three new record releases
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Swellbellys split 7 this time the 5C0‘l'l'l$l‘I Hardcore Kings (who everyone should know by now and if not wh
301'?) meet with The Assailants from the USA Both play some great fast Hardcore Punk Rock. The Swellbbllys Didlm
ave a full length CD which is still available called Shut Up and Listen" The Assailants have a 7" out and a full -0-i<><>q
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fake Patriots are from Perth in Scotland and as well as being on Helen of Oil records a few years back the mom
Yhavia g7r.eat"full length CD out on Tenderloin records this band have more of an B0 s Oil sound and their lyrics liiliialll

on is wi not be for the faint hearted INTOOB will see us either releasing either our first full length lp
or at the least a 10 as its not been decided as yet it will be from another Scottish punk band from

ste called the Actives they h5“-mg Y8 FY1’-0!‘ The band have not reformed but _|31[;,iQ_l.,l1UI';'l‘)|10!Fii'iUJOl1l#fl _ E _ _ In
aw n m enough to QM: Us some The Punk scene here ll‘l Fife di Dundee can be a bit quiet reall f*ckin too uiet ou know what its like Small

pus oiunsuoa |_1eq1 $52!”!
W; y, unreleased snidio demos which we here are quite excited about

3
Y q Y‘Imp E U0 anew-I-S promoters try like hell to put on gigs for everyone and hardly no one makes an effort to turn up even though its

-Jioip i|Sno.i
~3l.l.l0$ only a few quid to get in but when some big band comes over 100 s of shitheads are tripping over themselves to

pay £10-£20 to go see them We have been lucky to have some really good bands play locally through the nowmiss oqiii o|do-ad
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defunct Punk Rock Scotland who put on some great gigs over the last year or so Yes some great U S di
Canadian bands like the Parasites the Real Mckenzies Foxy Booby Trap as well as UK bands such as the UK
Subs Scunnered Assert Active Minds Capdown etc
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The Deliverance of Zines I
There seems to be three main themes going on this summer: The Bitches Jubilee,

ma 1 l S 1 O I‘ Football and People going on about punk 25 years after it started. That includes
how icelevant punk is tpday. The main problem is that those who reckon they. are

aka; the Web-toad wonder qualified to dispense "such opinions wouldn't know punk if it came and stu’-ck a

K Rich, 39 Station Road» Thirski 1'07 1QH. E-mail: sma1lsailoI‘@anothor.oo.uk "’fetY’pi“ thrciugh their arSe' 25 years. ago punki‘§'--was all mohicans afid ‘Jobbing’[Today though, it's not Sex Pistols and.--.?Th_e,,_Clash, but punk is still alive, In
tlottinghafil t1'1Q_.re'$ 5° mi'='-"IY 9i9$_;9-_I1_i 'bL1t"just.. ‘cos. it's not in the paper and shit_-in

-6 1 0 __E_,_l_._._l5Y_L|_SI_ _ PI _ _ __ everyone is assuming it's a fad that died in ‘"79. But I'm -not complaining - I'd
Qcbl i  C8pd0Wl‘l, D.S.-13, FIG 4,0, _|_efiQv9r Crag]-g_ Freaks Union‘ prefer punk to stay "as underground as possible, ‘cos as soon as the media get

E CS2 . iZero Boys, Hardskin, Violent Society, Against Me, Defian¢e -,1old of it, it, gets bastardised into another commodity which M‘I?'iC...can package into
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Well what do wcihavc to talk about this issue? Plenty sccms tobchappciiiiig th?RléAL the ’ Social Acceptance Rebelliom Fuck that CIiap' Thepest ~i'd.ea is to Shut your eyes
moment. Of course the world news is filled with death and dcstniction (is aimagcddon oPProaching'?).an igd Golfer your ears as Soon as some townie. cunt with a Teckham haircut on TV/in
inpaiticularthe bullshit propaganda warion terrorism. Dubya Bush sympathisers should read more into th . e paper Start t.O go on about ‘The’? punk ls today‘ ls stil--l-"*9n""the< Streets-'Usf . 1. b f thi H. b t - .It,s fuckjn so ! in scruffy little pubs and in zines. So never mind the bollocks - here's to
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A Enough on that though I was reading a zine recently and was distu ed at the writers ‘sympathy’ for sell- another L5ear—Sof obs Cunt and beln misunderstood

J outs. In my opinion, any band who wants to be Rock Stars shouldn’t use the scene to achieve their goals. E’)i§‘§Uli” I5? Up the Punx ,
Talking of sell-outs, I have heard a ‘nnnour’-that the weekly mainstream rock/metal magazine Kcrrang, or SPLITTERS! DOG ON A RQPE, NIBLICK HENBANE1, PAUL T
-‘Krap’ as we call it are taking bribes fiom record labels to give them ‘decent’ reviews! This is a prime CA-PDOWNI THE BUS I1\TESSi SPINAL TAP
example of the greedy music industry and why sell-out and all that are not welcome. So bands who are in AND THE RAMONES - _
it to fill their own pockets can fuck-ofi'. Ifwe didn’t keep to the DIY ethics there wouldn’t be ii underground PAUL SAI LOB f E-MAIL ‘ thlrBk '
scene, and without that, well, the music industry would wipe out all us DIYers. You can’t have punk bands
without punk promoters, distro’s and labels. Just imagine if the only way you could gci ii rccord out was to
impress aA&R man. Fuck EM], fuck sell-g_i_i_ts,_fiicl§__thc lot of ‘cm. This is DIY not EMU _, ' ' "" "'""'

‘Lit-riiig in thcnco-uniiysidé brin-gs 511-. to my ncxt topic -T The COTIHIIY-Sldfi 7\_llinITEc,-ulfiil 'l‘hc I-‘ox-hunting HEN
Scum. Thank fuck that bloody march is over ‘cos I am sick to dcath of passing ‘Kccp Your lliinilii ()lT
Hunting’, signs cvciy mile down the road. We all know that fox-hunting isn't on clTcciivc wiiy of culling

- foxes, and the excuse that all the hounds will have to be put down is ioiiil bullshit. A hound can only hunt
for about 3 years then it’s too old and has to be put down anyway! Then ihcrc's ihc ‘It'll-put-pcoplc-our .

ii; of-business’ cxcusc. If thay had a conscience they wouldn't be doing ii in ihc first place. Miiyhc slccplcss
' nights for the country folk will be a thing of the past? lt's the 2 l st century, time people were responsible

fl’ for their actions. So BAN THE HUNT and SAVE THE FOX! | 
if anyone out i crc actua y enjoys the zinc, you'll have to wait a w i c ort c next uii issue, iiiis is i

-",1 mainly due to me being a busy bastard! (l"vc got too much on mo plate and not enough cash to sort it!) l
_,s,"l I am also getting sick of dealing with greedy bands who can't be arsed to answer my questions properly

" and arc more conccmcd with what freebies they can gct. Hopefully wc’ll contribute to THIRSK 2003, 7 I ---ii , '_'?" I
the official deadline is Chiistmasfor ii immediate January release, but we’ll have to sec. ‘ A ‘ S ‘ ' " *

We have been iiioky withlthc bands the 1'CCOI'(ll3l)Cl has dealt with lately (but we can be picky, can’t
we?) They have all been cool, down to earth people - we don’t deal with Rock Stars. Freaks Union,|"-;'

'.‘ -'.'l‘ii II

Swellbellys and Capdown have been a pleasure to work with. Capdown are probably the biggest band in
the UK scene, yet I have met new bands with no releases (and no talent!) who expect more from from a _

1»: is label. While we are talking of the UK scene (which isprobably no different to the punk scene anywhere
155'"-.1 _ _i-

i.'- 1i. = else thcrc seems to be a bit of imrcst in the world of zines. One long-running editor has called it a day
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if‘? because hc’s bored of all the mediocre bands (possible at an all time low), and other zine editors have 1;,

ii commented that the zines are better than the actual bands! I’ ll have to comment that it does seem to have
-‘i gone a bit stale. I could probably count a maximium of 10 bands I’d like to put out on vinyl, and what has

hi
l happened to all the other labels and distro’s?

,- This issue is a split wiih REIIITBJIIS of a Caveman. s hardcore, and as alot of hardcore bands
; l are sXc, l’d just like to mention my Amsterdam guide (somewhcrcm the zinc), am_a Thirsk Punk and

. l we arc by no means sXc, (never wanted to be and never will be), so Just keep that in mind bcfo start
‘ writing to Fracture calling us US tourist wannabes, (ha ha!) _ s-ii

d ‘ so I’!!! lea? ou with a recommended wcbs(h)iic to chock oilt. GI am running out of space, an time, y _ ' H mg.
1o' WW-immylovwvm/think for fun» Bam“ “"d'“‘”l “ml ‘“b‘°d h““‘°“" ms amsts Senka a Henad. resemova 90'. 24116 Siibotics-.riui ll ii A Jess S 7 Elmhurst_“R_d,J I-_lu_tton, Yyleston-S-Ma
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